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Project’s Inception
The County embarked on this project to help further build organizational
capacity to better address disruptions that inevitably come our way. The
impacts of disasters are felt across an organization and therefore impact our
connectivity to broader planning efforts in the community. The ability to
respond and recover is dependent on organizational capacity and
preparedness combined with a strong understanding of the connections and
responsibilities tied to other community efforts as well as establishing
gateways and relationships with other governmental agencies at the local,
state and federal level. This planning effort builds upon the County’s
continuing efforts to be able to respond in an efficient manner helping to
ensure resiliency and recovery. There is a short window in which we can
capture and understand lessons learned from the 2013 flood disaster in order
to further build organizational capacity. A stronger organization will enable
recovery efforts integrating resiliency throughout the spectrum – staff, partner
agencies, and community. This planning effort incorporates lessons learned
from these previous events as well as general organizational practices to help
build resiliency. The plan is more than just disaster preparation, response and
recovery. It involves how we become a more agile, flexible and adaptable
organization to meet all types of stresses and shocks.

!
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I. Introduction
!
Boulder County successfully obtained a Colorado Department of Local
Affairs (DOLA) Community Resiliency Planning grant in 2017 to develop a
Resiliency Coordination Plan (RCP). The following statements were included
in the Request for Proposals and characterize the primary purpose of the
RCP project described in this report:
•! Address process and organizational issues related to the internal County
functions and organization in order to ensure our policies, procedures,
and organizational structure enable us to be proactive in adeptly and
efficiently addressing any shocks and stresses.
•! The central focus of the project is how the County organization can
continue to enhance how we plan and prepare, react, recover, and
adapt to shocks and stresses in an integrated and reliable manner that
gets us beyond just coping with an event to actually being resilient.
•! Boulder County sought to contract professional services in resiliency and
organizational planning to support internal planning and organization.
The consulting team, Creative Vision Works (CVW), reviewed numerous
County plans, interviewed leadership and staff, consulted with the Resilience
Action Team (RAT), and convened three Shared Learning Dialogues (SLD)
where staff from various departments and levels of the organization
participated. The SLDs were highly successful by providing staff from
different departments opportunities to discuss stressors, challenges, and
possible solutions to enhancing the County’s resilience. Staff commented
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how valuable it was to converse with colleagues from other departments and
how much in common they had in terms of identifying similar issues and
themes.
This effort has highlighted that there are numerous activities currently
occurring or in the planning stages that build the organization’s resilience.
The Resiliency Coordination Plan process has helped to capture many of
these projects in one document, as well as where gaps may exist, in order to
better understand the breadth and depth of the County’s work and how to
best leverage it.
It should be stressed that the document is not a final product or end of the
discussion. Given the time constraints of the grant, the County embarked on
an aggressive timeline of data gathering and staff engagement which has
resulted in the development of Key Resilience Themes (KRT) and Primary
Considerations (PC). The seven KRTs developed highlight the ongoing
prevalent conversations at the County regarding positive change and
building organizational resiliency. Continued discussion is required in order
to further define the areas of priority for implementation in 2018. The newly
created Office of Resilience & Recovery (ORR) has been charged with
facilitating a discussion about how to proceed and will be initiating this
discussion in early 2018.
The following report discusses the RCP process of discovery, engagement,
and data analysis and integration. It shares the methods utilized throughout
the process using the Resilience Lens to gain a better understanding of the
existing organizational shocks and stressors. It discusses the methods of
engagement used in the Shared Learning Dialogues and the resulting Key
Resilience Themes and Primary Considerations. It includes the curriculum and
results of the Recovery and Resilience Workshops that was conducted, as
well as, the County’s plan for Department-level recovery planning. Lastly, it
discusses how the RCP process can be replicated for use by the County and
for other organizations and communities as a way to grow best resilience
practices.
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Resilience Lens
!
The Resilience Lens was utilized during the RCP process as a fundamental
way of viewing and approaching building resilience. The Resilience Lens is
the product of the collective input from years of resilience work and applied
research that was then framed by BoCo Strong as a part of their Boulder
County Resilience Assessment in 2016. We have included a portion of that
below. See Appendix A for the complete version.
!
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II. Key Resilience
Themes
The Key Resilience Themes and Primary Considerations highlight the results
of the 6-month RCP process, in which over 97 staff provided input that was
then further developed by CVW. The Primary Considerations provide more
detail in each Key Resilience Theme area and are provided in Section IV
below.
The shocks and stressors identified don’t necessarily apply to every
department or every situation, rather they highlight where gaps may exist in
one part of the organization and begin to identify where a solution may exist
in another. They aim to leverage existing work, while highlighting other
potential ways to further the organization’s flexibility and adaptability in
order to be more resilient to future disruptions.
The Key Resilience Themes and, particularly, the Primary Considerations
acknowledge and account for the different business practices that exist
across the county. They discuss actions that are in-line with current, former,
or future-planned practices and may not be new to the organization. The Key
Resilience Themes are based on individual staff experiences that were
reported by numerous staff across multiple departments and then
collectively determined as organizationally prevalent by staff and leadership
together during SLD 1 and 2. In some cases, the problems defined may
uncover that the actual issue is the need for improved communication in that
specific area. Due to the limited time to conduct the exercises and vet the
responses, the degree to which some of the shocks and stressors are
impacting the organization has yet to be determined. These
resilience actions are intended to be further investigated and
9!
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implemented over time in a way that builds on current work
efforts and limits the creation of new work programs or
additional work.
The Key Resilience Themes aim to address the increasing demand for County
services and further enable the actualization of County Values in the face of
an uncertain future. They use the Resilience Lens as a metric to demonstrate
how they relate to resilience (Able to Learn, Diverse, Flexible, Inclusive,
Integrated, Redundant, Resourceful and Connected, and Robust Yet Able to
Fail Safely). They are based on leveraging existing best practices, reducing
inconsistencies, and taking more strategic actions.
The Key Resilience Themes are a reflection of the data collected from
County staff during interviews, SLD 1, SLD 2, SLD 3, a review and comment
period, and group and individual conversations. This data was then
integrated and further developed by CWV resulting in the following KRTs:
1 - !Identify Strategic Priorities
2 - !Align Budgeting & Program Evaluation Process with Strategic Plan
3 - !Leveraging Best Practices Across Departments
4 - !Enhance Public Engagement, Outreach, and Community Partnerships
5 - !Continued Evolution of HR Processes and Programs
6 - !Explore Deeper Program Integration Across Multiple Departments
7 - !Bolster Long-Term Recovery Capacity
Each KRT includes the following:
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
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The Resilience Lens
Broad Problem Definition
Potential Questions to Consider
Examples of County Initiatives
Possible Actions
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1 - Identify Strategic Priorities
Resilience Lens:

•! Integrated: Systems and people are connected through a common
understanding and direction. Information and resources are shared and
designed to function in complimentary ways.
!

What Problem are we trying to solve? (Summary of collected data from Staff)

Without defined and well-communicated strategic priorities there are issues
around being able to understand how effective we are in establishing
priorities and making budget decisions. Establishing priorities will have us all
working toward a common set of goals. Without priorities there is a feeling
of being in some functional silos, with departments working toward internal
goals, and without a full appreciation and understanding of county values.
This leads to some competition for limited resources and not proceeding
efficiently. Additionally, establishing priorities will assist in addressing
changes in leadership and help us focus resources as we evaluate our work
priorities which have traditionally been driven by the public and historic
needs and therefore are often seen as piecemeal or reactionary. Having well
defined and communicated priorities will also assist in helping the public
understand how county resources are allocated.
What are some questions we might consider?

•! What is the value in undergoing a strategic priority setting process?
On the county level? Strategic planning on the department level?
•! Where are we currently and how do we utilize what we have as a
starting point?
•! Would a countywide strategic priority setting process and resulting
product improve department alignment and the use of resources?
•! Do we need to delineate core and mandates services from ‘priority
programming’ or is this already clearly delineate
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•! How can and/or do we find value in institutionalizing
strategic priorities to withstand changes in leadership?
What are some example of County initiatives?

•! Public Health: Department-level strategic planning
•! HHS, CS, and Public Health: Share Social Determinants of Health
Framework
•! HHS, a number of County departments and regional partners through
the consortium of cities: Regional Affordable Housing Plan
•! Administrative Services: HR: Department-level strategic planning
What are some actions we could take? (See Primary Considerations for more
details)

•! Conduct a succinct planning process to develop County Priorities
•! Conduct a succinct planning process to further develop Departmentlevel strategic plans and align it with County Priorities
•! Conduct a succinct strategic planning process to develop a more
comprehensive set of Functional-level strategic plans (Ex: IT Plan,
Facilities Master Plan)
•! Align all strategic priorities and plans and communicate them clearly
throughout the organization
•! Share County Values with the public and, if appropriate, share the
priorities as an extension of those values.
•! Use strategic priorities and plans to guide, but not limited to, the
following:
o!
o!
o!
o!
o!
o!
o!
o!
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Programming
Budgeting
Staffing
Organizational Structure
Resilient, Strategic Culture
Diversity and Inclusion
Public Engagement
Legacy Building
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2- Align Budgeting & Program Evaluation Process with Strategic
Plan
Resilience Lens:

•! Able to learn: Learn from strategic priorities, past budgets, best
practices, project/program evaluations, and staffing trends to inform
priority programming, needs, and budget decisions.
•! Resourceful and Connected: Utilize existing tools, data, and human
resources to inform a better understanding of emerging needs.
What problem are we trying to solve? (Summary of collected data from Staff)

The use of a historic base budget, one that carries over from year to year
without evaluation, limits flexibility and the ability to stay in alignment with
the most current Countywide Priorities and emerging needs. Utilizing
strategic priorities and evaluation criteria could help with determining future
budget priorities, and potentially in better strategizing how to deal with the
limited opportunity to generate revenue due to TABOR and other
restrictions. Further, improving communication around historic base items
could lead to a higher level of comprehension of the overall budget and
collective needs, thereby making it clearer how to fund both new innovative
programs and meet the demands of government’s function.
What are some questions we might consider?

•! Should department heads/leadership evaluate the project/programs
they lead for efficiency, effectiveness, and alignment with strategic
priorities as input for budget considerations?
•! Should the County evaluate the ‘historic budget’ as a starting point for
priority-based budgeting? And then evaluate it every X number of
years?
•! Does the county need to divert some money currently used for
programs towards a reserve fund?
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•! If budget cuts are necessary, should we consider a
process for cross-departmental considerations?
What are some examples of County initiatives?

•! Budget: Multi-year modeling and transparency
What are some actions we could take? (See Primary Considerations for more
details)

•! Feed outputs from the up-and-coming SWIFT program into budgeting
process.
•! Look below the historic budget base to embark on a priority-based
budgeting process (Longmont is currently in the process of doing this).
Evaluate it every X number of years.
•! Utilize strategic priorities to guide budget decisions.
•! Utilize project/program management and evaluation (core services and
other programming) as one step in determining budget priorities.
Project and program evaluations conducted by project/program
managers and staff (self-evaluations).
•! Evaluate examples of priority-based budgeting from other locales.
•! Build social capital with Elected Officials to move towards integrating
their budget process with the rest of the County.
•! Determine longer range staffing strategies to guide department and
county budget forecasting.
•! Place more funds into reserve to respond to emerging needs.
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3 - Leveraging Best Practices Across Departments
Resilience Lens:

•! Able to learn: Departments learn from each other by exploring each
other’s best practices for potential adoption based on their needs and
functionality.
•! Inclusive: Processes become more transparent as best practice are
shared across departments.
•! Integrated: Functions are coordinated across departments to increase
consistencies in complimentary ways that provide mutual support.
•! Resourceful and Connected: Existing resources are utilized and
relationships are built across departments.
What problem are we trying to solve? (Summary of collected data from Staff)

The County has grown as individual departments and has a deeply
embedded culture of decentralization. While this has provided space for
specialization and innovation, it has also contributed to the development of
different processes and policies across departments. These variances have
contributed to duplications, inconsistences, and silos. By leveraging best
practices and learning from each other, departments can limit duplications,
increase scalability, build relationships, and increase overall resilience. Doing
so could help with reducing excessive workloads, managing increased
demand for services, as well as public pressures.
What are some questions we might consider?

•! What is the value added by taking the time to identify, collect, and
share best practices?
•! How are best practices defined and who decides that they are best
practices?
•! Should we streamline process and practices (with allowances for
variance) once they are being use widely?
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•! Who manages streamlining processes across multiple
departments once a best practice has been adopted and recognized
across multiple departments?
•! Are there opportunities to provide services more efficiently and
effectively by strategically sharing resources across departments and
reducing duplication?
•! What metrics could we use to measure success?
What are some of the County’s potential best practices?

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
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Community Services, Public Health: Succession Planning
OEM: Onboarding
County Attorney: Hiring
County Attorney: Countywide Contracts Taskforce
Public Health: Streamlining grant approval process (smaller grants)
Transportation and HHS: Mobility for All
HHS: Housing Stabilization Program
HHS, CS, Public Health, and non-profits: Shared Case Management
HHS: Cloud-based computer systems
HHS and CS: Lean Government
HHS and Public Health: Sharing Contracting Processes
POS: POS University
POS: All staff work days
Land Use: Department-level work plan
Land Use: Onboarding
Land Use: Cross-training
Land Use, Administrative Services, Transportation, POS, HHS, others?:
FRPIC
Administrative Services: Public Service Track
Administrative Services: Learning Management System
Administrative Services: Code of Conduct Training
Administrative Services: Employee Assistance Program
Leadership Academy: Succession Planning Toolkit

!
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!

What are some actions we could take? (See Primary
Considerations for more details)

•! House department, county, and functional-based best practices in a
central location.
•!
•!

•!
•!
•!
•!
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o! Ex. INSIDE BC
Department, County, and functional leadership can add and use
relevant components for use in their department.
Some best practices may evolve to be countywide and need to
undergo a partial streamlining process later if it catches on across
multiple departments.
Streamline portions of certain functions while maintaining the
individualism needed for departmental and programmatic needs.
Staff to remain housed in their department of specialization.
Conduct cross-training relating to the identified function.
Example of Existing Work: Countywide Contracts Task Force
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4 - Enhance Public Engagement, Outreach, and
Community Partnerships
Resilience Lens:

•! Inclusive: Processes are transparent, open and fair. Resources are
available and accessible for all. Power dynamics and equitability are
taken into account.
•! Integrated: People and systems are interconnected through the
sharing of information.
•! Resourceful and Connected: People have a range of ways to achieve
their goals and meet their needs through a variety of tools.
Relationships are built with the community.
What problem are we trying to solve? (Summary of collected data from Staff)

Boulder County has a highly educated and engaged population. However,
often, constituents are only compelled to attend public meetings when
addressing a ‘hot button’ issue. While both the range of services requested
and the demand (amount) for existing services has increased, there is still a
limited understanding by the public of the breadth of county services or the
role of the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC). A public engagement
and outreach strategy could assist staff in meeting this greater volume,
intensity, and frequency of needs from the community, while also aid in
increasing the public’s understanding of County services and the BOCC.
What are some questions we might consider?

•! Do we want to develop a countywide public engagement strategy?
•! Would it be beneficial to add a series of facilitated community
dialogues (outside of ‘hot button’ issues) to our community
engagement toolbox?
•! Would it be beneficial to utilize an online community engagement tool
to interface with the public? (i.e. Resilient Together)
•! Is there a better way to filter public input and response?
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•! What currently effective community engagement tools is
the County using?
What are some actions we could take? (See Primary Considerations for more
details)

•! Explore new and/or continue to develop existing online engagement
tools to provide an additional outlet for public input.
•! Filter public input and response through an identified process that
improves efficiency and effectiveness so we can better respond to the
public.
•! Conduct a facilitated Community Dialogue series outside of hot-button
issues. Select topics for the dialogues so they are more in the form of a
‘workshop’ but also provide space for them to share and interact (i.e.
‘Advocacy and Local Government’).
•! Once other engagement tools are functioning on a high-level, consider
holding facilitated meetings focused on hot-button issues. Each issue
would have to be vetted to be sure it was appropriate for a facilitated
meeting.
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5 - Continued Evolution of HR Processes and
Programs
Resilience Lens:

•! Diverse: More than one person can deliver functions in multiple
different ways.
•! Inclusive: Human Resources processes are transparent, open, and fair.
Resources are available and accessible, and equitability is taken into
account.
•! Redundant: There are multiple ways to achieve a need or function, and
alternative options for when things go wrong. However, redundancies
that build resilience are intentional, cost-effective, and prioritized!
What problem are we trying to solve? (Summary of collected data from Staff)

While some departments have strategic staffing plans, many do not have
comprehensive strategies. Developing comprehensive staffing strategies can
help with maximizing the role and assets of short-term staff, FTE,
contractors, volunteers, and interns. Improving hiring procedures could help
overcome current internal processes that may rule out the best candidates.
Currently, there is minimal diversity in leadership roles, and people of color
are underrepresented throughout the County. Continued work to further
embed equity in County recruitment, hiring, and leadership development
practices is critical. Additionally, staff evaluations across the County differ in
timing and content. This may be contributing to difficulties in moving
laterally across the organization. There is also a need to capture knowledge
and lessons learned from staff and Commissioners as they leave the
organization, implementing more formal succession planning focused on
knowledge-capture could support this.
What are some questions we might consider?

•! How can cross-departmental staff be incorporated into departmental
budgets?
•! Who does administrative staff report to?
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•! Do we want to consider co-locating staff?
•! Is there a need for oversight of functional staff/teams outside of
departmental management?
•! Should diversity, equity, and inclusion strategies be consistently
implemented across all departments or is each department able to
determine its own strategy?
•! CRIAC is a volunteer team, what resources can we use to carry out
integration of inclusion and equity across the county?
•! What do we mean by “inclusion,” “diversity” and “equity”? Who
decides?
What are some examples of County initiatives?

•! CRIAC
•! POS: Cultural shifts to promote inclusivity of seasonal staff
•! HR: Expanding diversity, cultural responsiveness and inclusion efforts
What are some actions we could take? (See Primary Considerations for more
details)

•! Create functional teams and conduct regular functional team meetings.
•! Co-locate staff for a portion of their time (1 or 2 days per week, etc.) in
the department that oversees the function, enabling both the
‘centralized’ and ‘specialized’ staff to share, integrate, and build
relationships.
•! Administrative staff work across departments, maintaining the specialty
of their department yet integrating in a cohesive way (ex: contracting).
•! Programmatic staff work on cross-departmental programs reporting to
a program manager (potentially in a different department) and a
department-based co-leader (on the program team and in their home
department).
•! Integrate CRIAC principles throughout strategic planning process.
•! Embed inclusion and equity in staffing practices, including recruitment
and performance evaluation.
•! Utilize diversity and inclusion metrics to guide evaluation criteria.
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•! Foster an inclusive community culture through
programming efforts.
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6 - Explore Deeper Program Integration Across
Multiple Departments
Resilience Lens

•! Integrated: Functions and programs are coordinated across
departments to increase consistencies and effectiveness and to reduce
duplications.
•! Able to learn: Working across departments allows new ways of
knowledge and experiences to be shared and put into action.
What problem are we trying to solve? (Summary of collected data from Staff)

There hasn’t been a strategic planning process to comprehensively define
priorities and strategies for the County (and for most individual
departments), making it difficult to evaluate and make decisions (budget or
otherwise) about new and ongoing programs and projects. Additionally,
there isn’t a common understanding of where redundancies and overlaps
exist. It is important to catalogue projects and programs to see where
duplications and points of potential collaboration exist. Integrating programs
across departments, in alignment with priorities, could help expand staff
capacity and reduce redundancies and overlaps.
What are some questions we might consider?

•! Do we want to create more programs from existing project work?
•! How do we identify which projects are appropriate to be part of a
larger program?
•! What metrics should we use to streamline workflow?
What are some examples of County initiatives?

•! Land Use, Parks and Open Space, Transportation: Environmental
Resource Element to the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan
•! Or more general – Land Use, Transportation, Parks and Open Space,
Public Health, Attorney, HHS, BOCC: Boulder County and
Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan updates
23!
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•! Transportation and HHS: Multimodal Transportation
Plan
•! CS, HHS, and Public Health: Community of Hope
•! Cross-departmental: SPI Team
•! Public Health, Transportation Land Use, Parks and Open Space:
Development review and building permitting
•! Land Use, Sheriff, Community Services, Attorney: Recent efforts
around zoning and building code compliance
What are some actions we could take? (See Primary Considerations for more
detail)

•! Evaluate projects and identify programmatic opportunities
•! Enable certain aspects of a program to remain department-specific,
yet still be incorporated in the program overall
•! Consider having one program manager, with department-based coleaders
•! Short-term: Program’s budget is split across participating departments.
•! Long-term: Program Manager manages the budget within their
department.
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7 - Bolster Long-Term Recovery Capacity
Resilience Lens:

•! Redundant: There are multiple ways to achieve a need or function, and
alternative options for when things go wrong. However, redundancies
that build resilience are intentional, cost-effective, and prioritized!
•! Flexible: The physical landscape, people, policy, and culture can
change, evolve, and adapt in response to shifting circumstances.
What problem are we trying to solve? (Summary of collected data from Staff)

Developing Departmental Recovery plans will contribute to resilience
through providing a framework for departments to create a long-term
recovery structure that includes staffing, processes, and procedures prior to
the onset of a disaster. Because long-term recovery involves many moving
parts and staff, many of whom are term employees, developing a recovery
plan now will help to capture proven best recovery practices and
procedures, as well as lessons learned and will preempt the need to develop
a recovery plan while in the midst of a disaster.
What are some examples of County initiatives?

•! Office of Emergency Management Response and Recovery
What are some actions we could take? (See Primary Considerations for more
detail)

•! Assist departments with completion of department and functional-level
recovery plans.
•! Provide recovery training.
•! Conduct recovery exercises (i.e. table top scenarios)
•! Maintain and update recovery plan.
•! Establish a regular schedule for reviews and revisions.
What are some questions we might consider?
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•! How can we use lessons from our past recoveries and
other communities’ disaster recovery to inform our planning?
!
!
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III. RCP Process
!

Timeline
!

!

!

Discovery
!

Creative Vision Works (CVW) conducted a document review and a series of
countywide interviews during the Discovery Phase. CVW engaged in
conversations with staff across the county, gathering first-hand knowledge
about resilience, stresses, shocks, and other relevant issues. These
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conversations, in-hand with the document review, laid the
foundation for further exploration.

Document Review
!

CVW was provided a series of County resilience and recovery related
documents and subsequently requested department-level strategic plans.
CVW received 4 documents relating to organizational development and
strategy. This set of documents was supplemented by broader local and
regional resilience plans and frameworks.
Documents Reviewed

Boulder County Recovery Plan
LAAT Disaster Recovery Process and Procedure Improvement Recommendations
LAAT Fourmile Fire Recovery Report
Flood Recovery After Action Report
ISET Flood Report
BoCo Hazard Mitigation Plan
Technology Strategic Plan
HR Strategic Plan
Public Health Strategic Plan
Housing Plan
BoCo Strong Resilience Report
Boulder County Regional Resilience Strategy
BoCo Regional Resilience Report
CO State Resiliency Framework

The methodology used for the document review was as follows:
1 - Identified all existing relevant documents, through searches and
conversations with county staff. Documents and plans were grouped
into department-specific, resilience, and recovery-related documents;
however, this loose grouping was for organizational purposes and did
not limit the type of information that was gathered.
2 - Read and assess documents for:
•! Internal and external shocks and stressors
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•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Past or existing interventions
Recommendations
Related policies and processes
Human resources and organization
Recovery planning, and other related plans
Miscellaneous, pertinent information

3 - Gathered the “mission statements” (or similar) for all Boulder
County departments in order to create a starting point for alignment
of departmental and County visions and values (Appendix B).
The intent of document review was to gather as much information and
understanding as possible, in order to integrate existing knowledge into the
RCP process, as well as to understand gaps and concerns evident in the
documents themselves. The document review was predominantly conducted
before the interview process and enabled CVW to better contextualize these
conversations.
!

Interviews
CVW conducted 14 interviews that included 60 Boulder County members of
leadership and key staff from each department. These interviews provided
valuable input to the RCP process and laid the groundwork for the shocks
and stressors themes identified across the County. Interviewees included
department heads, division managers, RAT team members, and other key
staff:
Department

Administrative Services
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Participant
Bob Lamb
Brian Lindoerfer
Catrina Asher
Darla Arians
Jana Petersen

!

!

!

!

Boulder County Commissioners

Boulder County Commissioners' Office

Budget

Community Services

County Attorney

Housing and Human Services

Land Use

Office of Emergency Management
Parks and Open Space
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Jenny Griffiths
Jesse Newcomb
Lisa Krebs
Ryan Ankrum
Shawn Bleam
CC Cindy Domenico
CC Deb Gardner
CC Elise Jones
Barb Halpin
Courtney Prusmack
Gabi Boerkircher
Garry Sanfacon
Katie Arrington
Mark Ruzzin
Michelle Krezek
Robin Valdez
Susie Strife
Bruce Knight
Ramona Farineau
Jillian Detriech
Mike Kitchberg
Mike Stratton
Robin Bohannan
Terri Scott
Ben Pearlman
Nicole Leadens
Ben Doyle
Dave Hughes
Angela Lanci-Macris
Frank Alexander
Joycelyn Fankhouser
Sarah Buss
Dale Case
David Haines
Kim Sanchez
Ron Flax
Amy Danzl
Andrew Notbohm
Mike Chard
Al Hardy
Eric Lane

!

!

!

!

Public Health

Transportation

Sheriff’s Office

Jeff Moline
Justin Atherton-Wood
Therese Glowacki
Heath Harmon
Jeff Zayach
Lisa Widdekind
Nick Kell
Brian Graham
George Gerstle
Julie McKay
Mike Thomas
Ted Plank
Stacey Proctor
Dea Wheeler

The interview questions were asked in an open format and encouraged
discussion around the following topics:
•!
•!
•!
•!

Identification of shocks and stressors;
Current interventions, and potential recommendations;
Human resources devoted to resilience;
Department-level strategic planning; and recovery planning

.
The interview responses and notes from the ad hoc dialogue during those
conversations were catalogued into the topics listed above. Following the
group interviews, one-on-one conversations were held to clarify and learn
more. This collective information, including the document review, was
catalogued into a spreadsheet and sorted based on the shocks and stressors
‘themes’ recognized across the organization. A list of twenty-nine (29) initial
themes, a data set of existing interventions and best practices for resilience
across departments, and an initial list of staff-generated recommendations
for improved operational resilience were identified for further discussion and
prioritization at Shared Learning Dialogue 1. A full list of interview questions
can be found in Appendix C.
!
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CVW loosely grouped the outcomes into twenty-nine (29)
common themes for the purpose gaining a broader
understanding the common stressors, concerns, and issues facing Boulder
County government. The term “theme” was selected to represent topics
that were identified by multiple departments as common points of concern.
These shocks and stressor themes were then put into 12 broader categories
to encourage input on related shocks and stressors to ensure inclusiveness
and comprehensiveness:
External
12 Broader Categories

29 Themes

Natural disasters
Floods
Fires
Security Threats
Cyber viruses
Hacking
Rising cost of living
Increasing housing prices
Hard for staff to live in BC
Unpredictable funding
Economic downturns
Federal budget cuts
Statutes/Regulatory Changes
Unfunded mandates
Public engagement challenges
Frequent flyers
Distrust of government
Lack of streamlined input/response system
Lack of patience post disaster - expect government to be back to
'normal'
Revenue limits
Lack of flexibility with dedicated sales taxes
Gallagher
Internal
Broader Categories
Themes
HR
Staff Turnover/Succession Planning
Hiring/Contracting process
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Lack of training for staff (ie. Dealing with trauma)
Inability to compete in staff recruitment
Disaster Response
Disasters tend to derail all regular work
Culture
Culture of Reaction
Politics/Cultures between departments
Growth of county as organization - disjointed, lack of cohesion as an org
Policy/Procedures
Inconsistencies Across Departments
Lack of Strategic Plan/Vision at County level
No County Manager to make executive decision
Lack of project management/decision support system
Infrastructure
Aging infrastructure
Not enough physical space

These themes were then tested, expanded upon, and discussed at SLD1 as
explained below.
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Shared Learning Dialogues
Shared Learning Dialogue 1: Shocks and Stressors
!

The first of three Shared Learning Dialogues, SLD 1, was held on June 21,
2017 and was attended by 28 Boulder County employees including
Department Heads, RAT team members, and other key staff.
SLD 1 Participants:
Department

Administrative Services

Boulder County
Commissioners' Office

Budget
Community Services
County Attorney
Housing and Human
Services
Land Use
Office of Emergency
Management
Parks and Open Space
Public Health
Transportation
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Participant

Brian Lindoerfer
Catrina Asher
Jana Petersen
Shawn Bleam
Gabi Boerkircher
Garry Sanfacon
Katie Arrington
Michelle Krezek
Susie Strife
Bruce Knight
Ramona Farineau
Mike Stratton
Robin Bohannan
Terri Scott
Ben Pearlman
Nicole Leadens
Frank Alexander
Sarah Buss
Dale Case
Kim Sanchez
Andrew Notbohm
Mike Chard
Eric Lane
Justin Atherton-Wood
Jeff Zayach
Nick Kell
George Gerstle
Julie McKay

!

!
!

!

The goals of SLD 1 were to 1) share and confirm the results of the
discovery process, 2) explore and build consensus of the workshopped
categories and themes, 3) select the themes that are seen as
organizational prevalent and perceived high-importance, and 4) discuss next
steps.

Methods

The first portion of SLD1 was dedicated to sharing the methodology and
results of the document review and interview process. Some workshop
participants were not involved in a department-level interview, and if they
were, new ideas may have emerged since that time. The SLD also provided
individuals a chance to truly share what stressors they faced, in a safe and
facilitated discussion. The group was also provided with definitions of
resilience, recovery, shocks, and stressors that were discussed to ensure the
workshop participants were beginning to gain a common understanding of
these concepts (Appendix D). Next, the participants were asked to
brainstorm all the stressors they currently face in their work at Boulder
County.
Session 1: Brainstorm Shocks and Stressors
•! Staff individually brainstormed internal shocks and
stressors and placed them into the predefined
broad categories.
•! The facilitators led a robust discussion that walked
the group through all the shocks and stressors
identified. New categories were created to ensure
inclusive input if an appropriate category for a
specific shock or stressor didn’t already exist.
Session 2 and 3: Shocks and Stressor Themes
•! Staff discussed and documented, in cross departmental groups of 5-6
people, how each shock or stressor played out in their
department and what the root causes were.
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•! Two sessions were conducted to cover all of the themes. Groups
were mixed in between the two sessions to promote a more
dynamic dialogue and set of results.
•! The outcome of this portion of the workshop included very detailed
notes from each group containing specific information about stressors
within and across departments, and the participants’ own thoughts
about root causes of the stressors.
Session 4: Stressor Prioritization
•! Staff shared, using a “dot exercise”, which of the collectively
determined shocks and stressors themes rose to the
top of their concerns.
•! This exercise was introduced as a way of
understanding the overall importance of certain
stressors and themes, and it was explained that the
“dot exercise” was not a vote, but rather a tool for
sharing opinions across a wide swath of more than 14
initial themes.
•! The outcomes of this portion were two verify and
enhance both the project team and participants’
understanding of top-of-mind stressors that the
government employees face. It was a way of openly discussing and
understanding the most critical stressors in the “big picture” at one
point in time.
Session 5: Scenario Planning Preparation
•! A short exercise was facilitated to include an overview of scenario
planning and the concept of stressors that are either uncertain (e.g.,
unexpected changes in funding) versus certain (e.g. population growth
on the Front Range of Colorado.)
•! The group then discussed which of the initial themes were generally
uncertain versus certain stressors, and why.
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•! The outcome of this exercise was to provide information for the
project team, and to introduce the concept of certainty and
uncertainty when considering the future in preparation for the
next Shared Learning Dialogue.

In summary, SLD1 provided dedicated components for data and information
sharing, information corroboration and elaboration, and prioritization about
cross-departmental stressors and initial themes. The workshop supported
both individual contributions (sticky notes, dots, etc.) and opportunities for
group input and discussion. The outcomes of the workshop informed the
next phases of the project and are included below in Table 1.
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Table 1: SLD 1 Results
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Table 1, Continued: SLD 1 Results
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Table 1, Continued: SLD 1 Results
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Table 1, Continued: SLD 1 Results
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Data Integration: Discovery to SLD 2
The data gathered during the Discovery Phase and SLD 1 was analyzed
and organized to develop scenarios that explore the focal questions: How
can Boulder County government become more resilient?
The project team reviewed the priority list of stressors created during SLD 1.
They identified six stressors that were the most independent of each other,
represented uncertain rather than certain stressors, and were strong
candidates for the scenario planning tool. They represent unrelated
(uncorrelated) stressors that are caused by a mix of top 14 internal and
external shocks and stressors themes. They are selected this way to ensure
that all of the dynamics are talked about but in very different contexts. This
enables different types of information to be collected from different
perspective that all point to common actions. The six selected stressors for
the workshop were:
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Reliability of funding
Demand for county services
Public pressure drives priorities
Staffing flexibility
Flexible budget system (Commissioners and Department Heads)
Inter-county government collaboration (Commissioners and Department
Heads)

Shared Learning Dialogue 2: Scenario Planning
SLD 2, a two-and-half hour workshop with mixed groups from across the
county, allowed for cross-department discussions, and set the stage for the
next phase of the project. It was held on July 26, 2017 with approximately 32
participants, including key staff, RAT members, all 13 Department Heads,
and all three County Commissioners.
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SLD 2 Participants:
!
Department

Participant

Shawn Bleam
Administrative Services

Catrina Asher
Jana Petersen
Brian Lindoerfer
Ryan Ankrum
Gabi Boerkircher
Courtney Prusmack

Boulder County
Commissioners' Office

Michelle Krezek
Garry Sanfacon
CC Cindy Domenico
CC Deb Gardner
CC Elise Jones

Budget
Community Services

Ramona Farineau
Mike Stratton
Robin Bohannan

County Attorney

Ben Pearlman
Nicole Leadens

Housing and Human Services
Land Use
Office of Emergency
Management
Parks and Open Space

Frank Alexander
Dale Case
Kim Sanchez
Andrew Notbohm
Mike Chard
Justin Atherton-Wood
Eric Lane
Jeff Zayach

Public Health

Nick Kell
Lisa Widdekind
George Gerstle

Transportation

Julie McKay
Jared Hall

Housing and Human Services

Joycelyn Fankhouser
Angela Lanci-Macris

Scenario planning is a tool that allows organizations to explore different
possible futures. The tool focuses on stressors that are widespread in impact
across the organization, and are generally uncertain (e.g.,
changes in federal funding of local programs) verses those that
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are certain (e.g., population growth on the Front Range of Colorado,
which is a stressor, but is has a known projection). The primary goal of
the scenario planning workshop was to explore possible futures that
Boulder County government may not have explored or contemplated

before. To achieve this, a scenario planning methodology that supports
exploration and discussion (rather than identification of a “preferred” future)
was used for the workshop. The workshop was built around six key
uncertainties that county staff identified as primary stressors. Emergency
situations were also included to test the robustness and resilience of the
futures and actions identified during the exercise. Participants were provided
with pertinent definitions to apply during SLD 2 (Appendix E).
Scenario planning consists of four steps:
1 - Identification of critical uncertainties that could serve as “arrows” or
drivers in the matrices that make up the scenario tool. Uncertain, rather than
certain, stressors result in the best conversations about plausible futures
because they result in unexpected, not anticipated, futures.
2 - Exploration of what possible futures look like based on the combinations
of critical uncertainties
3 - Exploration of what actions could be taken in each possible future
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4 - Discussion of important “no brainer” and “hedge your bets”
actions, and emergency “wildcard” situations (all explained below) that
might arise.
The outcomes of SLD2 are important for several reasons. First, they show the
variety of possible futures that the county might face, and the numerous
indicators that county employees and leadership may want to stay attuned to
in the future, as a way to know into which future the county might be
headed. Additionally, the workshop generated numerous actions that could
be taken to provide resilience and preparedness in a variety of possible
situations. Along with other knowledge, these outcomes were woven into
the Primary Considerations included in this report.
Unexpected emergency scenarios, also called “wildcards” were generated
based on real-life situations that the county has either experienced or may
be planning for. The three selected wildcards were: cyberattack, flood, and
25% departmental budget cuts. These selections provided a mix of humancaused, natural, and process-focused emergencies. While the wildcard
element is not the primary focus of a scenario planning exercise, it is a
beneficial component because it allows the participants to understand how
their plausible futures and actions play out under extreme, but possible, reallife conditions.
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Scenario Planning Activities

The attendees were broken into six workgroups, consisting of five to six
participants each. Two workgroups each were assigned the scenario
matrix A, B, or DH (Department Heads). A-1 and B-1
were both assigned the flood as their wildcard; A-2 and
B-2 were both assigned the cyberattack as their
wildcard, and DH-1 and DH-2 were both assigned the
25% budget cut as their wildcard. This configuration
resulted in a total of six different scenario matrices.
Staff attendees were assigned to A and B tables. All
Department Heads were assigned to the DH tables.
The three County Commissioners were dispersed
across A, B, and DH tables. The workshop lasted
approximately three hours.
During SLD2, the workgroups described what the future would look like in
each plausible future (combination of critical uncertainties). The groups were
encouraged to think about the futures from a variety of perspectives – staff,
public, funding, BOCC, community needs, community perceptions, etc. The
narratives below were developed based on this activity.
How to use this information: The narratives provided in the appendix
(Appendix F) may be most useful for staff and Department Heads to
identify what scenario is taking place now, and to become aware of
signals that indicate the county government is moving into a different
future. The narratives may also be used as a communication tool for
staff and the public. They may be helpful during public meetings or
listening sessions to help participants think about plausible futures they
may never have thought about before.
Next, the workgroups explored what actions would be taken in each of the
plausible futures. The workgroups brainstormed actions that would be taken
by departments, by BOCC, by staff, etc. The groups then identified which
actions were most common (i.e., “no brainer” actions) that
would apply in a variety of futures. The groups also identified
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which actions would be prudent to take even if the likelihood was low,
because outcomes from that action would provide resilience (i.e.,
“hedge your bets” actions).
How to use this information: The lists of
actions may be most useful for staff and
Department Heads to refine their
departmental or program action plan for the
next few years, and to help identify items that
might be wise “no brainer” or “hedge your
bets” actions for the department or program
to take to be ready for a variety of different
futures. Also, this information was directly used
to generate the Primary Considerations
included in this report.
Lastly, the workgroups were faced with unexpected emergencies: (group A)
a cyberattack that would shut down government and community computers
and communication systems; (group B) a warning of a flash flood of high
magnitude; and (Department Heads group) a resulting 25% budget cut that
would need to be executed in one week. These emergency situations
allowed the workgroups to discuss their plausible futures and the actions
they might take, and test the actions against an unexpected “wildcard”
event to see what might be missing.
How to use this information: The responses to the wildcard element of
the SLD2 activity varied in detail depending on the conversation at
each table. However, each group took their “emergency” wildcard
seriously, and looked through their actions in different futures to see if
there was anything that stood out as critical or missing actions under
an emergency situation. Therefore, this information may be useful for
emergency response and recovery planning. Also, this information was
directly used to generate the primary considerations included in this
report.
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Results
Twelve different futures were discussed by the workshop attendees
(four futures in each of three possible combinations). The resulting
narratives, which describe what the futures could look like, are provided in
Appendix F. The titles of the different possible futures were created by the
county employee workgroups, not the project team. The resulting lists of
actions are presented in Appendix G. The workgroups were also tasked with
identifying actions that might be prudent under a variety of different futures
(called “no-brainers”) and actions that might be prudent to protect against
less likely but possible futures (called “hedge your bets”). These actions are
also called out in Appendix G. The no-brainers and hedge your bets actions
were used in development of the strategies and mechanics presented in
each Primary Consideration.

Data Integration: SLD 2 to SLD 3
The resulting no-brainers and hedge your bets actions were utilized to
develop the Primary Considerations and the subsequent Key Resilience
Themes. The actions identified were categorized based on shocks and
stressor themes to ensure that they directly address the themes collectively
determined as organizationally prevalent. Initial problem statements were
developed based on the resulting dynamics data extrapolated from the
Discovery Phase, SLD 1, and SLD 3. The problem statements and solutionbased actions were combined as raw draft Primary Considerations to be
shared, explored, and further developed during SLD 3.

Shared Learning Dialogue 3: Primary Considerations
!

SLD 3 engaged 34 Boulder County staff members, including the Board of
County Commissioners (BOCC), Department Heads (DH), RAT team
members, and other key staff. The purpose of SLD 3 was to share the
outcomes from SLD 2, to create dialogue over the problem
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statements and potential actions across departments, and to clarify and
expand the Primary Considerations.
SLD 3 Participants:
Department

Administrative Services

Boulder County Commissioners'
Office

Budget
Community Services
County Attorney
Housing and Human Services
Land Use
Office of Emergency
Management
Parks and Open Space
Public Health
Transportation

Participant
Catrina Asher
Shawn Bleam
Brian Lindoerfer
Ryan Ankrum
Jana Petersen
CC Cindy Domenico
CC Deb Gardner
CC Elise Jones
Gabi Boerkircher
Garry Sanfacon
Courtney Prusmack
Dave Hatchimonji
Michelle Krezek
CC Elise Jones
Ramona Farineau
Mike Stratton
Robin Bohannan
Terri Scott
Nicole Leadens
Ben Pearlman
Sarah Buss
Joycelyn Fankhouser
Angela Lanci-Macris
Ron Flax
Dale Case
Andrew Notbohm
Mike Chard
Justin Atherton-Wood
Tina Nielsen
Eric Lane
Nick Kell
Jeff Zayach
Stacey Proctor
Julie McKay

Participants were broken out into tables of five to six people, each with two
draft Primary Considerations (originally called Recommendations)
to
work through:
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•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Historic Budget Dictates Priorities
Inconsistencies Across the County
Demand for County services
Public Pressure Drives Priorities
Project and Program Management
Diversity in Leadership
Staffing Strategy
Hiring
Contracting
Succession Planning
Department Recovery Planning
Countywide Strategic Plan

Each table was asked to review the Primary Consideration strategies and
mechanics assigned to their group for additions or suggested edits. The
activities included a review of associated stressors to ensure the strategies
outlined addressed each operational pain point identified through the RCP
process. Finally, groups were asked to brainstorm anticipated challenges in
implementing the Primary Considerations and to review them for alignment
with the Resilience Lens. The activities are included in Appendix H.
SLD 3 also included a presentation by Commissioner Domenico unveiling the
newly established Boulder County Values:
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Inclusion
Stewardship
Service
Engagement
Sustainability
Innovation
Resilience

Additionally, an overview of Department-Level Recovery Planning
expectations and timeline was presented by OEM Director, Mike
Chard.
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The results of SLD 3 included a more robust and grounded set of
resilience Primary Considerations. Attendees also gained a high-level
understanding of the Department Recovery Planning and the new Boulder
County Values. A “plus/delta” (i.e., “good”/”change”) exercise was included
at the end of the meeting to allow participants to provide immediate
feedback on the meeting and project direction.

RCP Data Integration
The next phase of the project focused on integration of all the data collected
during the RCP process and led to the development of draft Primary
Considerations and Key Resilience Themes. The outcomes of SLD 1 were
used to develop the content for the scenario planning component of SLD 2.
The outcomes from both SLD 1 and SLD 2 were then used to develop
Primary Considerations around key stressors and a refined, revised set of
cross-departmental themes that were shared and refined at SLD 3.
The breadth and depth of information collected throughout the process was
used directly in the formation of the Primary Considerations, strategies, and
mechanics (actions). For example, some individual comments contained
thoughtful specific actions that could be undertaken, while other discussions
at RAT meetings, DH meetings, individual meetings, and the SLDs led to the
refinement of higher-level Primary Considerations. CVW mapped the data
for the KRT and PC entitled ‘Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement,
and Partnerships’ to show a detailed example of how the data was
developed during the RCP process. This document is located in Appendix I.
The Key Resilience Themes were developed subsequent to the Primary
Considerations. The organic evolution of this process allowed for a deep
dive into shocks, stressors, and potential solutions. After digging into the
detail and bringing specific themes to the forefront, it became clear that
these suggested actions collectively pointed to potential bigger
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organizational changes. These ‘big picture’ areas were discussed and
developed into the Key Resilience Themes. The Primary Considerations
provide more detail into each Key Resilience Theme and are presented
together in the Section IV.
!
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Workshop
!

CVW held two workshops for Boulder County employees. The target
audience was defined as a mix of managers and on-the-ground staff, nextlevel resilience champions, and those with past flood/fire recovery
experience or an expected recovery role going forward.

Workshop outcomes expected
•! An understanding of the Boulder County Recovery Planning process
and the functions of recovery
•! A general understanding of resilience and applications to everyday
work
•! An ability to cite concrete examples of resilience within departments
•! A familiarity with scenario planning and its role in resilience planning
•! A high-level understanding of Resilience Coordination Planning
process and Primary Considerations
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•! A readiness to support the Primary Considerations
implementation

Curriculum summary
Forty-one (41) county employees participated across two workshops.
Departments represented included: Administrative Services, County
Attorney, Community Services, Housing and Human Services, Land Use,
Parks and Open Space, Public Health, and Transportation. The curriculum
(Appendix J) focused on:
•! Resilience 101, including an overview of the Resilience Coordination
Planning Process
•! Department-level Recovery Planning
•! Applying Resilience to Your Ongoing Work
•! Scenario Planning for Resilience
•! Primary Considerations from the Resilience Coordination Planning
project
The workshop evaluations reflected a high-level of satisfaction and
effectiveness in achieving the expected outcomes. Out of 28 evaluation
forms submitted, all participants confirmed:
•! An understanding of the purpose of the Boulder County Resilience
Coordination Plan
•! A general understanding of ‘resilience’
and its relationship to recovery
•! An ability to cite concrete examples of
resilience within the county and
individual departments
•! A better understanding of scenario
planning and its role in resilience
planning
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•! A better understanding of department level recovery planning
Evaluations also revealed that working in small groups across departments
and the scenario planning exercise were highlights for participants. Some
participants felt more time could have helped the activities feel less rushed.

Recommendations for Future Workshops
•!

Continue offering Resilience and Recovery Workshops to a broader set
of employees. The workshops were designed for simple replication

and could be facilitated by current Boulder County staff going forward.
The department-level recovery planning portion was developed for
employees directly involved in recovery, but could be modified to offer
a high-level overview of the various emergency operations and
recovery plans and how they all fit together.
•!

Continue offering the workshops across departments. There was a lot

of positive feedback about the opportunity to connect with other
departments to discuss commonly shared experiences and learn about
differences.
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Consider adding more time to the workshops. The agenda was tight
at 2.5 hours. 3 hours may be more appropriate for the number of topics and
activities
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IV. Recovery Planning
Process
Organizational Chart (Integration Local, State, Etc.)
The Office of Emergency Management (OEM), in coordination with CVW, developed a
timeline to support departments in kicking off their recovery planning process with the
goal of completing planning by the end of 2018. The timeline includes steps for
identifying department recovery planning teams, completing the Department Level
Recovery Planning Template created by OEM (Appendix K), and engaging with the ORR
to kick-off the planning process. The template outlines the planning components for
each department and is to be used as a starting point for the planning process. The
template is intended to be scalable to meet the needs of varying disaster events (from
small fires to major flooding).!

Photo courtesy of Boulder County
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It should be noted that one of the significant outcomes of the
Resiliency Coordination Plan process is the formation of the
Office of Resilience and Recovery (ORR) which will operate out of
the Commissioners' Office. The mission of the ORR is to
institutionalize recovery in the county organization. This involves
pre-disaster recovery preparedness such as assisting departments
complete department-level recovery plans, maintaining the
overall recovery plan, providing staff training and recovery table
top exercise opportunities, developing clear roles and
responsibilities with ESF 6 and Boulder County VOAD,
Photo courtesy of Boulder
establishing and maintaining contacts and networks for disaster
County
recovery at local, state and federal levels, coordinating ongoing long-term recovery
efforts, assisting in the implementation of the Resiliency Coordination Plan, serving on
the BoCo Strong steering committee, and convening the Colorado Recovery and
Resiliency Collaborative.

!

The graphic below provides an example of how the Land Use Department has begun to
identify the recovery roles and individual staff who are assigned to those roles. It also
depicts the relationship between the overall recovery plan and department-level plans.
The Land Use Department has also begun to complete the Department-level Recovery
Planning Template. By the end of 2018 all of the county departments will have
completed similar activities which will enable the ORR to compile an organizational chart
and matrix for the county's recovery.
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Boulder Recovery Plan Structure
The Recovery Policy Group shall determine the need for transition phase
operations along with the likelihood of needing to create a recovery structure to
manage short, medium and long term recovery phases.

Schedule meetings, provide agendas, provide meeting facilitation, ensure
record keeping, manage the check-in on assignments and provide a central
point of contact. The Recovery Manager is the liaison between the Recovery
Policy Group and Recovery Coordination Group.

OEM Recovery
Manager

Recovery Policy
Group

Recovery
Manager

CS/HHS Recovery
Manager
Department level recovery plans
initiated at this level

Recovery Coordination Group is assembled and based on the needs of recovery; the
operational resources deployed and dedicated facilities. The Recovery Coordination
Group composition consists of recovery coordinators, elected officials, department heads,
supervisors and representatives from recovery crews / teams.

Recovery Crews and Teams implement the work of recovery at the operational
level as directed by the Recovery Coordination Group. Supervisors form the
teams / crews are represented or attend the Recovery Coordination Group
meetings.
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Recovery
Coordination
Group

Recovery Crew/Team

Recovery Crew/Team
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The Resilience Coordination Planning process revealed ongoing confusion over the
difference between ‘resilience’ and ‘recovery’, leading to CVW’s decision to include
topic clarity in the staff workshop. The workshop also sought to distinguish the
differences between various emergency response and recovery plans, including the
Emergency Operations Plan, the Continuity of Operations Plans, the Facilities
Emergency Plans, the Department-level Recovery Plans, and the Functional Recovery
Plans.

!

A potential gap identified related to department-level and functional recovery plans is
the risk associated with individual plan ownership, rather than assigning ownership to a
position description within each department. Many department representatives were
unaware of the content or placement of their associated recovery plans, and sometimes
even the existence of their department plans.
Department-level Recovery Planning is included among the final Priority Considerations
set by CVW.
Timeline for Recovery Planning:
Action Item
1. Identify department lead for process
2. Identify key department members to work with lead on the
recovery plan
3. Optional: Q&A with ORR for department planning team to
clarify outline template.
4. Complete ‘Recovery Roles and Responsibilities’ template
(Boulder County Recovery Plan: Section XII)
5. Develop timeline for full Department-level Recovery Plan
6. Kick-off meeting: ORR and department planning team
7. Draft plan
8. Review and revise plan
9. Department Head approval
10. Submit to ORR

Target Dates
Early 2018
Early 2018
2018
To be determined
Early 2018
Early 2018
To be determined
To be determined
November 1, 2018
Before December
31, 2018

!
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V. Conclusion
The Resiliency Coordination Planning process was designed by Creative Vision Works.
The process was rooted in shared learning with the goal of building a common
understanding, identifying strengths and potential gaps, exploring possible futures and
their associated circumstances, co-developing problem statements and potential
solutions based on uncertain futures, and most importantly creating a safe space for
open and inclusive dialogues. The process embodied the principles of resilience:
1 - Participants and facilitators were able to learn from each other and integrate
that learning into this process.
2- Diverse methods were utilized with multiple different ways to collect, share,
collate, and analyze information.
3 – The process was flexible in nature in order to shift with new information and
resulting changing needs.
4 – The process was inclusive incorporating cross-departmental staff across
different levels of management and through enabling equitable input and the
transparent sharing of ideas.
5 – The RCP process promoted the integration of ideas and practices that mutual
support and complement each other.
6 – The process was driven by utilizing existing knowledge (resources) and shared
learning to build a common understanding and build relationships.
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The RCP process utilized the collection and sharing of qualitative data to reflect areas of
resilience-building opportunities determined as organizationally prevalent by County
Staff. The resulting Key Resilience Themes and Primary Considerations summarize those
opportunities and highlight areas of existing County resilience and best practices. The
Interview Framework, Shared Learning Dialogues, Scenario Planning, and Recovery and
Resilience Workshops are all replicable within the County, outside organizations, and
other communities. These methods can be utilized across contexts to promote that
sharing of information, build relationships around commonalities, create open dialogues
around points of contention, and encourage collaborative and transparent problem
solving. The Office of Recovery and Resilience (ORR) will be taking the Resiliency
Coordination Plan forward with continued dialogue in 2018.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Resilience Lens

!
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RESILIENCE LENS
Resilience is fundamentally a way of looking at
things – a “lens” through which the world comes
into a different focus. The resilience lens we use
for this assessment consists of 8 characteristics
of people, institutions and systems. Taken
together, these 8 characteristics define what makes
something more or less resilient and, when used as
a framework for analysis, can help identify areas of
on-going activity and strength, as well as areas of
weakness and opportunity.

ABLE TO LEARN
People, communities and organizations
learn from their experiences and use
this learning in the future.

DIVERSE
Systems and communities have a great
deal of variety, and functions can be
delivered in multiple different ways.

FLEXIBLE
The physical landscape, people, and
policy and culture can change, evolve
and adapt in response to changing
circumstances.

10

INCLUSIVE

Processes are transparent, open and
fair. Resources are available and
accessible for all. Power dynamics and
equitability are taken into account.

INTEGRATED
Systems and people are interconnected.
They share information and
resources, are designed to function
in complementary ways, and provide
mutual support.

REDUNDANT

There are multiple ways to achieve
a need or function, and alternative
options for when things go wrong.
(However, redundancies that build
resilience are intentional, cost-effective,
and prioritized!)

RESOURCEFUL AND
CONNECTED
People have a range of ways to achieve
their goals and meet their needs.

ROBUST YET ABLE TO
FAIL SAFELY
Systems are designed to withstand
regular impacts and continue to serve
their purposes. If impacts are so great
that things break, they fail in ways
that minimize impacts.

11

Each of the short narratives below illustrates
the resilience lens in action through applying the
resilience characteristics to real-world examples.
Able to Learn: A community garden is established.
Once completed, an evaluation of the process is
conducted, documented, and shared. These lessons
are reflected in future community gardens.
Robust yet Able to Fail Safely: a) Greenways
and bike paths next to rivers allow water to
overflow without destroying property. b) Federal
governments undergo stress, checks and balances
are in place, stress dissipates or is alleviated, and
they reorganize effectively.
Redundant: The City of Boulder has more
than one water treatment plant and the local
community hospital has a back-generator.
Flexible: Staff in an organization are cross-trained
so that the organization can continue to function
when some staff aren’t able to get to work.
Resourceful and Connected: Individuals,
12

organizations, governments, and service providers
are well connected to each other. They understand
each other’s culture, skills, capacities, and
processes. They can mobilize quickly to work
together on a number of initiatives.
Diverse: Water supply is obtained from multiple
different sources. (e.g. surface and groundwater,
or from both from the east and west of the
continental divide).
Inclusive: Groups such as women, ethnic and
religious minorities, and/or the disabled are
actively included in planning and decisions.
Integrated — Systems and people are
interconnected. They share information
and resources, are designed to function in
complementary ways, and provide mutual support.
While each of the situations described
above demonstrates the individual resilience
characteristics in action, we have included a local
larger-scale example below that draws on multiple
characteristics at once.

THE RESILIENCE
LENS IN ACTION
Boulder County has seven main roads connecting the plains to the
mountains. These roads are:
Robust — they’re well built and meet standard engineering
specifications,
Redundant — there are 7 of them,
Flexible — they offer various different routes to access the mountain,
Integrated — they are connected to the wider road network,
Inclusive — everyone has equal access to the roads and the roads are
actively designed and maintained for both cars and other transportation
options.
However, as we learned during the 2013 floods, our mountain access
roads lacked diversity. Six of the seven roads shared the same point of
failure – they were right next to creeks and when the creeks flooded,
the roads were damaged.
By evaluating the road network through a resilience lens, we can
quickly see that, for flooding, our resilience can be increased by
increasing the diversity of types of roads into the mountains —
Sunshine Canyon, on the ridge tops, stayed open — or by increasing
the robustness of one or more canyon roads to withstand more extreme
floods.
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Appendix B: Department Mission and Goals
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*Please note that this information is rudimentary and was collected from documents provided to CVW and from County web pages
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*Please note that this information is rudimentary and was collected from documents provided to CVW and from County web pages
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Appendix C: Interview Questions
!
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Shocks and Stressors
•! What are some of the shocks and stressors
that you see/deal with? Think internal to your
department and external to the county.
•! Do those shocks and stressors mostly affect
your department or do they affect multiple
departments within the county?
•! Are there any shocks or stressors you used
to deal with that have been alleviated? If so,
what are they?
•! Are there any future shocks or stressors that
are foreseen? If so, what are they?
Interventions
•! What interventions have been taken in the
past to alleviate shocks and stressors? Were
those interventions just in your department
or were they across departments/county
org?
•! How did they work?
Recommendations
•! What recommendations have been
suggested to alleviate shocks and stressors
that haven't yet been implemented? Are
they focused on your department or across
departments/county org? (These may be
policies and procedures or other strategic
shifts like budgeting.)
•! How likely are you to implement them?
•! What would keep you from implementing
them?
Human Resources and Organization
•! What human resources are directly
dedicated to addressing shocks and
stressors? Are they working across
departments or just within your department?

Department Level Strategy
•! What areas of your department undergo
stress during shocks and stressors? Are there
some that experience a higher level of stress
than others?
•! What do you see as the greatest obstacle to
your department becoming better able to
withstand stressors and prepare for
uncertainty in the future? E.g. staffing with
the right skills; communication; connection
to other departments; etc.
•! What is the most unpredictable thing that
drives the way your organization works? (For
example, funding and climate change may
be predictable, but dramatic changes in
demographics and consumer spending may
be unpredictable)
•! Are there obvious areas where your
department can shift to be more resilient?
•! Are there some unknown areas that need to
be more clearly identified?
Recovery Planning
•! What is the current status of your
department level recovery plan? What's
keeping you from building your plan? What
would be most helpful to your department in
moving ahead with your plan?
•! For this and other projects, what has
contributed to your success in working
across departments on other projects? What
have been the challenges/sticky elements in
working across departments?
•! Do you have KPIs for your department? Do
you see any of them as strongly connected
to your resilience?
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Appendix D: SLD 1- Concept Definitions
!

Shocks:
A shock is an acute natural or man-made event that has the potential to
cause major loss of life and damage to assets and negatively impact a
community or organization’s ability to function, particularly in areas that
already experience vulnerability. Examples:
•! Natural disasters: flood, fire, blizzard
•! Dam failure
•! Terrorist attack
Stressors: A stressor is a chronic (ongoing) natural or manmade condition
that renders a community or organization less able to function, particularly in
areas that already experience vulnerability. Examples:
•! Poor communications within communities
•! Lack of affordable housing
•! Gun violence
•! Aging infrastructure
•! Economic downturn
•! Aging population
Resilience (Project Context): An overarching concept that includes recovery
from disasters, but goes beyond that to include the ability to absorb and
‘bounce forward’ in the face of shocks and stressors. Examples:
•! Staff members who are flexible and can move department to
department
•! Consistent policies across departments
•! Diverse revenue streams for response and recovery staffing needs
Recovery (Project Context): We will include recovery-based shocks and
stressors as a part of this resilience study, as they relate to overall resilience.
Building resilience to disasters through looking at recovery efforts builds
overall resilience. We will be working on overall resilience during this project,
but will be keying up items for department level recovery plans
that we identify during this planning process. Examples:
!
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•! Hiring staff that are flexible and have diverse skill sets builds resilience
across the organization during business as usual, but also translates to
recovery as this same staff can be flexible and contribute diverse skills
in the face of a disaster.
Countywide Themes: Stressor, shocks, and/or driving forces that affect the
county as a governing organization and/or the population they govern.
Examples:
•! A lack of succession planning for BC staff
•! Affordable housing
•! A reliance on unpredictable federal funding
!
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Appendix E: SLD 2- Concept Definitions
Scenario Planning Definitions
Resilience Coordination Plan for Boulder County

Shared Learning Dialogue #2
July 26, 2017
Scenario Planning:
Scenarios are stories about how the future might unfold for our
organizations, our communities and our world. Scenarios are not predictions.
Rather, they are provocative and plausible accounts of how relevant external
forces—such as the future political environment, scientific and technological
developments, social dynamics, and economic conditions—might interact
and evolve, providing our organizations with different challenges and
opportunities (Global Business Network, 2011).
Focal Question: How can Boulder County government become more
resilient?
Critical uncertainties (a.k.a. drivers): Stressors that have a high uncertainty,
can change rapidly, or are characterized by more that is unknown than
known. This is often the hardest part of the exercise to determine.
Scenario Matrix: The physical layout of the critical uncertainties as axes on a
2x2 matrix, creating four scenarios, one in each quadrat.

No-Brainers: Actions that show up in a variety of scenarios, and should
probably be taken because they would be needed in most possible futures.
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Hedge your Bets: Actions that might only show up in one or just a few
scenarios, but would provide resilience against a rare but possible future for
a reasonable input of resources (example: in only one of the four scenarios,
an action emerges to buy a certain piece of equipment for an emergency.
However, it’s not an expensive piece of equipment, so even though it’s
unlikely to be needed, it’s better to “hedge your bets” and buy it just in case
it is needed!)
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Appendix F: Scenario Planning Narratives
!

Scenario Planning Narratives About Possible Futures

A Groups
Low reliability of funding and high demand for county services: “Use the
Piggy Bank” (top left quadrat)
The big picture: State and federal funding is thin in this future scenario, and
Boulder County employees never know if funding is truly going to arrive. The
country is facing a serious economic downturn, and local impacts include
fewer shoppers and reduced sales tax revenue, fewer riders on RTD, and
fewer visitors to Parks and Open Space properties. Brick-and-mortar sales
are down as shoppers find the best deals online. Everyone is worried and
pinching their pennies, and everyone is afraid of another big disaster – would
the county be able to withstand it? The press has caught on, and the papers
and social media are running wild with commentary on the high demand and
low capacity for the county to deliver its basic services.
Within Boulder County government, staff frustration and workloads are high.
The public is demanding more and more of their public agencies, and nonprofit partners are also bursting at the seams. At their monthly meetings,
department heads are fighting for resources, and a few have suggested that
county taxes should be increased. County infrastructure takes a hit – fixing
that pothole is always the lowest priority. BOCC is considering dipping into
savings accounts that have always been reserved for the worst of times.
BOCC has also directed departments to focus solely on their core services,
and cut back on innovation. Uncertainty about county priorities and
programming is at an all-time high.
Staff are under enormous stress. They have huge workloads, and can’t
deliver on their personal and professional mottos to provide the “Best in
Public Service”. Some staff are leaving to find more stable
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career opportunities, creating a further strain on staff resources since their
positions can’t be refilled. HR has noticed a big uptick in sick leave, as
employees are hitting their maximums emotionally and physically, and the
phrase “work/life” balance elicits eyerolls and snarky remarks among team
members. No one has the time or money for staff training, and skills sets are
getting a little worn around the edges.
And wow, the public is angry and tired of waiting in long lines at county
offices. They’ve lost all their confidence in their county government, and they
are feeling unsupported by the few staff who have time to even call or email
them back after multiple inquires for services. There’s no way the county can
meet the public demand for services, and it’s a downward spiral from here.
Time to tap into the piggy bank and keep the county afloat, until better
times arrive.

High reliability of funding and high demand for county services: “Balance the
Piggy Bank” (top right quadrat)
The Big Picture: This is a “world of plenty” for Boulder County as a whole.
Funding is strong and reliable, and no single department is facing all the
demand from the public. Sales taxes are strong and show signs of increasing.
Property taxes are strong as well.

Within Boulder County government, a new strategic plan guides county
departments, and department heads are more comfortable working with
each other. A new, more flexible budgeting system is rolled out, because it’s
a good, healthy time to do so. Across the county, staff morale is high
because employees have the funding to do what’s needed. Also, because
even though there is high demand for services, the county has enough
reliability in funding that they can hire the personnel who are most needed.
The BOCC and staff have more flexibility to try new ideas with progressive
policies and service provisions, because public confidence is high and so
things don’t feel as dicey. There is a risk in this future though, of
being too complacent. It’s a good time to take stock, review
!
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funding, and “balance the piggy bank” while times are good. It’s also an
appropriate time to invest in some infrastructure needs that have been
backlogged for years.
Staff can be more creative in this future, and staff have time and support to
work with colleagues from other departments on new initiatives. Likewise,
work/life balance is strong because there are plenty of employees to cover
the needs of the public. Employees also feel boosted loyalty to their jobs in
this future, since they are doing what they love to do and have plenty of
support.
The public is certainly demanding a lot in this future, but it’s spread across a
wide swath of county departments so no single department is especially hit
by the demand. The public has high confidence in the government, because
services are being delivered well, on-time, and by content employees.

Low reliability of funding and low demand for county services: “Hide the
Piggy Bank” (bottom left quadrat)
The Big Picture: This is a stressful, fraught-filled future. Funding is all over
the map – no one knows when and if federal and state money is coming in,
how much, or to which departments. Disasters and unexpected events have
limited the county’s ability to respond. There is a lot of pent-up demand for
services, but the public is focused on their own needs right now, and so
overall demand for county services is focused just on a few departments.
Boulder County government is the thinnest it’s been in years. The focus is on
core services, and directing services and funding to the areas of highest
needed. When permanent staff leave or retire, their positions are not refilled.
The commissioners are just trying to make sure the foundation of the
government stays solid, and that the lights are kept on. More term
employees are hired, but even those are shaky positions. County
infrastructure is getting a bit worn at the edges, but it’s the last thing on
anyone’s mind. However, there are some upsides to this future:
with limited funds, departments are forced to work together
!
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more. Department heads and BOCC are “hiding the piggy bank”, spending
as little and as thoughtfully as possible.
Staff are worried about being laid off, and so morale isn’t very high.
However, staff are finding new ways to provide services to the public in this
future, and are forced into professional creativity – doing the best with what
they have to support the departments’ missions.
The public is keeping pretty quiet, save for a few departments that are
getting some demand for their services and programs. Government / public
interactions are pretty few and far between in this future, with everyone
keeping a low profile and hoping for better times.

High reliability of funding and low demand for county services: “Build the
Piggy Bank” (bottom right quadrat)
The Big Picture: In some ways, this is an easy future for Boulder County
government: there is reliable funding but only a few departments are seeing
demand for services, and otherwise, department programs are just doing the
basics. There is an opportunity to be proactive, and new ideas emerge
across the county and in the public sphere as well.
Within Boulder County government, there is a degree of stability, with more
consistent full-time employees, fewer termed employees, and less stress on
staff. The BOCC and the department heads have some flexibility to direct
funds to both needed and growth areas of county government. More
reliable funding means more consistent budgeting for departments, and a
chance to “build the piggy bank”. And even though the historic budget is in
place, there is plenty of money to do some land banking, fix up infrastructure
and tackle some back-burner maintenance projects, and invest in innovative
technology. This is also a time when the government has time, energy, and
money to increase public involvement. However, there are some risks in this
future as well: complacency takes over some staff and some departments,
and no one is really thinking about strategic things, because they
don’t need to.
!
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Staff feel pretty good in this future. A few employees get lazy, but others
take advantage of reliable funding to finally invest in professional
development for themselves. Some take the opportunity to work on
innovative services while demand for county services is low. Staff are also a
little worried that a disaster could force a narrow demand just on one or two
departments, perhaps those that aren’t well-funded, creating a stressful
situation.
The public is healthy, free of disease, and generally not engaged in county
government. Some citizens are frustrated that this world is hierarchy at its
worst, with “fat” wealthy government and not much assistance for the
public. Some members of the public are even pushing to lower taxes, since
the government seems so flush but demand for services is down.

B Groups
Low flexible staffing system and high public pressure drives priorities (top
left quadrat)
The Big Picture: This is a very challenging future for everyone – the public,
Boulder County government staff, and government leadership. An economic
downturn is probably to blame, and nothing in this future feels resilient.
Public pressure sways everything – and it’s constantly changing. The
community as a whole is experiencing a lot of stress, as evidenced by the
number of lawsuits being raised against the county for not following through
on prior commitments and changing direction seemingly arbitrarily.
Boulder County Government staff are turning over constantly. There is no
stability, and there seems to be a constant flow of new hires, reactionary
hiring choices, and an ever-constant need to train new employees who then
quit soon after. Department heads are fighting over funding, and there is no
way to share staff during these crazy times. Long-term county
programs are experiencing disruption, and everyone from the
!
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BOCC to the newest employees seem to be trying to cope the best they
can.
Staff feel like they have been assigned to a task or program, only to then be
directed to quickly shift gears to something new. Communication and trust
between county leadership and staff is at an all-time low, as expectations
change constantly. Staff have no ability to shift to other positions or help out
their colleagues, because the “org chart” is so rigid and department heads
are equally inflexible. There is nowhere near enough cross-training. Most
employees are “heads-down” and focused on their work, but they are always
nervous about the changes to come as the public pressures leadership into
new priorities.
The public trust in county government is low, and the public is aware that
their needs are not being met. Some members of the public are complaining
that the county government is ineffective and useless, and they wish the
agencies would innovate more to meet their needs.

High flexible staffing system and high public pressure drives priorities (top
right quadrat)
The Big Picture: The economy is not in great shape in this future, and the
public is pushing, pushing, pushing on different priorities. However, the
county government is ready to respond with flexible staffing that allows it to
shift to meet the changing needs of the community. Across the county, there
is also high interaction between cities, towns, and county government,
allowing them all to be resilient in the face of public pressure. There is a
potential for high inclusivity across the community.
Boulder County government has the redundancy to handle unplanned
events, and has a “growth mindset”. Leadership is distributed and
streamlined due to the flexible staffing system even at the highest levels of
the organization, and this allows for capacity-building and high social capital.
Departments are coordinating well with each other, and there is
great cross-department collaboration. This future has many
!
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strengths, including a capacity to better include social justice, sustainable
responses to unplanned events, and a high aptitude to meet the public’s
demands and priorities. The human resources department is also succeeding
with a new, highly responsive hiring system that supports the entire county
government. However, there are some downsides to this future, including
“squeaky wheels” and vocal minorities in the public who drive the
government’s’ decisions and priorities, and a few too many decisions made
after angry letters to the editor appear in the newspaper.
County government staff are content overall, because they have transferable
skill sets that allow them to be best utilized across departments, leading to
high professional morale. Staff feel well-trained and able to handle pressure
and stress. However, this same pressure might cause some staff to make
mistakes and make decisions in haste, as public whims change the course of
programs and priorities. Strong communication pathways between the
public, staff, and leadership allows employees to grow, plan for success, and
know they can “fail safely” within a flexible, supportive system.
In this future, the public feels that their needs are being met in most cases.
Some community members are frustrated that other “squeaky wheels” can
change the course of government, but others appreciate the county’s ability
to respond to community members. The public feels engaged and
empowered because their needs and requests are being heard, validated,
and acted upon.
Low flexible staffing system and low public pressure drives priorities (bottom
left quadrat)
The Big Picture: This future is the classic bureaucracy of government
nightmares: stagnant, no growth, missed opportunities, and little innovation.
This is “government for government’s sake” and not much more. Even
though the economy in the community is good and no unplanned events or
disasters are disrupting the community, the status quo never seems to
change or improve.
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Boulder County government is quite overstaffed in some departments, and
understaffed in others, but there’s nothing to really do about it. Besides, the
public isn’t asking for much and county leadership is keeping the
government on course, so why change? Employees are trained for their
narrow roles, and focus on their siloed work tasks. This might work alright
when the future is simple, but the government in this future is definitely not
prepared for a major disaster or unplanned event.
Staff are getting fairly complacent in their jobs, morale is low, and there is
little room for individual employee’s growth. While some staff feel stable and
comfortable, others are getting a bit bored and disengaged.

The public isn’t engaged in county government in this future, and they
certainly aren’t asking for changes in priorities or programs. Most members
of the community disenchanted by county government. On the flip side, this
future allows community programs to continue unimpeded by change,
meaning that some public-oriented projects, such as infrastructure, can chug
along without disruption.
High flexible staffing system and low public pressure drives priorities
(bottom right quadrat)
The Big Picture: Life is pretty good in Boulder County – a good economy, no
major disasters, a responsive government, and happy community members.
County residents are well-informed of the government’s vision, and it is welldefined and followed through upon. There is good synergy between the
community and Boulder County employees: the public knows that the
government is here to work for the community, and it’s going well.
Boulder County government is strong and strategic. Strategic planning has
allowed the public to help set the priorities in concert with county
leadership. The strategic plan is well-articulated, well-researched, and
grounded in public opinion. The county is ready to meet the needs of the
public, and the public knows it because they participated in the open,
democratic process. Job descriptions are uniform, sot that staff
can be hired for a variety of positions.
!
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Staff are well-trained across disciplines, and there is a system in place to
allow them to move within and among departments as needed. Employees
have transferable skill sets, and they and their supervisors know how they can
best be used across the organization. Staff feel supported in learning new
things, and some of them have signed up for new training and/or become
mentors to new hires.
The public is happy with county government in this stable future. There are
“love letters to the editor” celebrating the great things that are being
achieved by county programs on behalf of the public. The public doesn’t see
the need to put pressure on county leadership, because everything is going
just fine.

Department Heads Groups
Low budget flexibility and high social capital within BOCO Gov’t (top left
quadrat) “Talk More Spend Less”
The Big Picture: There is strong inter-government trust in this future, but the
public doesn’t see the government as being very flexible or transparent.
(Both Department Head tables identified this future as “now”). There is good
tolerance for shared risk in this future, and growth seems long-term, and
county-wide despite budget inflexibility.

Relationships and trust within Boulder County government are strong in this
future, but the relationships are not used to their best and highest use. The
“power of team” is not evident, and budget collaboration is restricted. There
is agreement among department heads about collaborative actions, but no
budget flexibility to act on those ideas. Department heads are more willing
to “give something to get something”.
Staff are more willing to push the boundaries in this future, due to high social
capital. Staff at all levels think that budgets are less important
than innovation and high social capital.
!
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The public is frustrated with lack of transparency and flexibility in budgetary
matters. However, the public is also supportive of the county and
understands its limitations. Some sectors of the public join with the
government to try to find solutions.

High budget flexibility and high social capital within BOCO Gov’t (top right
quadrat) “World Peace and Domination”.
The Big Picture: This future is highly adaptive, flexible, and responsive. The
public and staff feel that the 2013 flood created more flexibility and
collaboration, with new efficiencies.
Boulder County government appears to be more responsive and resourceful,
and high social capital is the foundation on which decision are made. There
is financial capacity to work on backlog items, such as county infrastructure in
this future. However, there are some potential downsides to this future.
Long-term planning is tougher due to the flexibility, and there is more crossdepartmental competition for funds. Effective use of funds may not be
maximized due to too much budget flexibility, and though siloes between
departments are decreasing, sometimes things feel more scattered. In this
future, effective government needs established priorities and long-term
planning to prevent the highly flexible budget from driving too many
decisions.
Staff are experiencing high morale. The departments they work for can
quickly allocate additional resources to tackle new ideas and address
problems due to high budget flexibility and high social capital.
The public understands Boulder County government priorities in this future,
but some members of the public still ask hard questions as priorities shift.
The public praises BOCC regularly. The public is effectively engaged to
support policy development, and the community sees positive
outcomes.
!
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Low budget flexibility and low social capital within BOCO Gov’t (bottom left
quadrat) “Have and Have Nots” and “Naked and Afraid”
The Big Picture: There is limited state and federal funding available in this
future. Money and staff are not being shared across departments, and public
service is at a low point. Fear, distrust, and concerns about money result in
increased bureaucracy, which is evident to both staff and the public. The
community is demonstrating a general lack of resiliency and inability to react
to shocks and stressors.
Boulder County government is at its most inefficient and least resilient in this
future. Siloes appear between departments, and there are turf wars at
department head meetings. County leadership are all afraid that each other
have hidden agendas. Competition for resources within the government
results in decreased collaboration as everyone keeps their heads-down and
focuses on their narrow range of work. There is a strong focus on meeting
required / statutory services, with little new policy development. Spending is
inefficient as departments have limited flexibility to share financial resources.
Staff are feeling the effects of this rigid bureaucracy. Professionally, staff are
not satisfied because they are not providing the “Best in Public Service.”
Some staff are suffering in silence for fear of being laid off.
The public has noticed the lack of public service. They are put off by the lack
of public engagement opportunities, leading to a lack of public support for
county government.

High budget flexibility and low social capital within BOCO Gov’t (bottom
right quadrat) “Hunger Games”
The Big Picture: This is the worst future possible. It’s the most unstable,
because there is budget flexibility but no trust or social capital
among county leaders, staff, and the community at large.
!

!

!
!

Anger, hidden agendas, and resentment are felt throughout the community
and the government.
Boulder County government is in rough shape. Duplication of services is
common, and there is a huge waste of resources because of it. There is more
secrecy between department heads, and some departments heads are
making quiet trips to the BOCC offices to lobby for their individual needs.
There is more political competition among county leadership, and no one
can seem to come to agreement on important or emerging issues.
Staff are caught up in the lack of trust among leaders and among their peers.
This leads to a lack of creativity, as they are worried their innovative ideas
will be transferred to another department, or halted. Staff are worried about
their inability to respond to any unplanned event or disaster, because though
money can be moved around, no one is communicating or working together.
Some staff are laid off, as the flexible budget system results in financial
resources being redirected to different programs.
The public has noticed a decline in public service, and have caught wind of
disgruntled employees and a lack of cross-government collaboration. The
public also has noticed gaps in programming and support – gaps that result
from some department staff expecting others to get the job done. The
public knows that the competition for resources spilling over into the
county’s ability to deliver public services.

!

!

!
!

Appendix G: SLD 2 Actions
!

!

A-1 What would the future look like?
Use the piggy bank

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on maintenance / status quo
Could direct services / budget to where
need/demand is
Be creative with how we provide services
Increase consolidation and collaboration
Fewer core services
Protecting assets
Less visible in public eye
Keep foundation solid and electricity on

Narrow

•
•

•
•
•
•

“world of plenty”
Strong focus on work/life balance (high)
Strong morale
High confidence for the public
Become more progressive/responsive in policy
Can be more creative – learn rom others – formulate
how to bring in new ideas
More community engagement
Ability to meet demands
more likely to take “big risks with policy, service, etc
(big steps)
Risk in being complacent

Reliability of Funding
Demand for County Services

Low Reliability of Funding

Hide the piggy bank

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wide

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff frustration and discomfort, unable to deliver Best in
Public Service; feeling of uncertainty
Social media going wild
Public frustration
Resources slim
Workload high
Increase in poverty, more highly-vulnerable people
Less capacity for self-reliance
Turning to government more for assistance
Strained non-profits, less availability for services outside of
gov’t,
Stress leads to increase in disease
Policy changes
Core services – less proactive action
Hard to be innovative
Respond when you can
Response to disaster would be harder
Lack of preparedness, training – proactive planning
Would be a scaled-back operation
Loss of confidence in gov’t – consequences for elected officials
Work/life balance low
Must be more strategic with planning & implementation
Stuck in cycle of not meeting demand – downward cycle
Could open valve, start to be eroded (dispositions)
Switch can flip quickly
Conversations about increasing taxes

Demand for County Services

•

Balance the piggy bank

High

Build the piggy bank
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investing in new / emerging ideas (e.g. staff,
equipment)
Public vision: hierarchy at its worst
Waste of resources
Complacent workplace
Redirect funds to where needs are not
Building resiliency and preparedness
Increase infrastructure
Increase land banking
Increase technology investments
Needs assessment (proactive)
Increase public education
Money = resiliency
Save, invest, and expand
Increase professional development
Disease free Boulder County!
World of Plenty is here

Boulder County Resiliency Coordination Scenario Planning
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A-2 What would the future look like?

•
•

Wide
Demand for County Services

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Low Reliability of Funding
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thinner government
Layoffs possible
Unable to respond to disaster / unexpected
events
Disasters affect property taxes
Ability to redirect funds to specific demands
More term employees
Departments fighting for limited funds
collaboration
Pent up demand
Deteriorating infrastructure to meet public
demand
Potentially dipping into reserves and reserves
become more important

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Strategic success
Increasing property taxes
Steady / increasing sales tax
Both above lead to higher expectations from public
and easier to plan – may not have funds to actually
do it all
Demand in one area or another – strategic plan?
Longer lines of public – could have the flexibility to
create new programs or add permanent positions,
growth of services
More reliable funds might encourage people /
employees to be loyal
Historic budgeting might feel more reliable but
stifles growth/creativity across departments – more
rigid
With strategic plan departments may feel
comfortable with a changing/zero based budget and
more collaborative
May be able to build new infrastructure that is
needed
More difficult to prioritize services without a
strategic plan

Reliability of Funding
Demand for County Services

•
•
•
•
•

Worst scenario
Strategic stress
Federal funding less reliable
Increased turnover
Shifting resources / staff
Reduced flexibility due to funding restrictions
Economic downturn
More stress on workforce
Programming uncertainty
Property taxes are stable, federal funding isn’t
Loss of federal funding impacts grant-funded programs
More demand for services (subsidizing programs and
services)
Decrease in sales taxes, impacts POS, Transportation
Internet sales impacting retail sales (brick and mortar)
Public stress – long lines demanding services
Anger – public feeling unsupported
Stressed employees – too much work, feeling badly
because they want to help more but can’t – feeling their
clients’ stress
Departments fighting for limited funding
Pent up demand
Neglecting our own infrastructure needs to
address/prioritize public need
Potentially dipping into funding reserves – requiring
strategic management
Strategic plan would help mitigate many of these futures

Narrow

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High

Easiest scenario
Historic budget
Software system
State/federal funds
No strategic plan
Term employees
Disaster could force narrow demand and therefore
prioritization
Work on lower priority projects – backburner
projects
Less reactive, more proactive
Can be thoughtful / strategic
More resilience – building capacity
Build financial reserves
Build “people” reserves
Less stress on employees
Is there a question about lowering taxes?
Reliable funding = more consistent FTE status
Reliable funding = may mean more consistent
department budgeting
Maybe be able to renovate / maintain infrastructure
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•
•

Low Flexible Staffing System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unused potential
Overstaffed / some areas understaffed in
others
Similar to current – depend on public
pressure
Economy good
Low morale
Lack of employee growth
Inequality in pay / duties
This is when there is no major event.
Less prepared to respond to an event.
Employees are not cross-trained
Employees are hired in a reactionary
manner

•

High

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STRESS!
Economic downturn?
Behind the curve on response – both public and
employees unhappy
High turnovers – reactionary hiring / training
Overwhelmed staff – not enough cross training
Internal pressure as well
Low trust
Departments fighting for funding
Lawsuits
Lack of some growth, or forced growth

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Ability to give people beaks from the pressure
Press response to emergencies is an example
that works
Well trained and prepared to handle increase
public pressure
Redundancy to handle unplanned events
Responsive hiring process
Coordinated across departments
Excellent communication between public /
employee
Sustainable response to pressure of unplanned
events, EOC staffing / turnover of staff per
shift
Meeting public’s needs in most areas
Cross department cooperation
Pressure could cause action to be in haste and
cause mistakes
Economy downturn
City / county interaction

Flexible Staffing System
Low Public Pressure Drives Priorities

•
•
•

What would the future look like?

Public Pressure Drives Priorities

B-1

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

High

Mindful hiring of all employees
Employees are able to move in departments and
across departments
Job descriptions are uniform
Employees are happy, public is happy with staff
County vision is clear county wide. It is defined and
followed.
Residents are well-informed of vision. They
participated in the vision. They trust this was a
democratic process.
They (residents) feel their needs are being met. Or
they have a time frame for meeting it.
Planning.
Can take more time to do.
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B-2

What would the future look like?

Long-term programs can be disrupted
Hardest, most uncomfortable quadrat for staff, set
up for one thing, thrown into something else,
Best thin that one can do is cope/manage as best as
you can (stressful)
Expectations altered
Not resilient
Not effective in responding to public
pressures/needs, so resources not
deployed/assigned to do so
Worst perception of gov’ts ability to respond to
residents and work on their behalf
Public perception: gov’t is ineffective / useless
Public perception: innovate, respond to community
and residents (applies to all quadrats)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Public Pressure Drives Priorities

Key:
+ positive/reward
- negative/risk

High

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public perception: bureaucracy
Long-term programs (e.g. capital) those that
need multiple years to implement are the
focus, staff resources are consistently
available for staff working on them are not
disrupted by needs that “come up”
Stagnant
Missing opportunities
Status quo is the goal
+ highly specialized work
Highly focused and siloed in achieving
strategic plan
+/- some staff are very comfortable here
- some staff are bored / disengaged
- classic stereotype of gov’t “good enough for
gov’t”
- little innovation
- reduce potential for inclusion
Bureaucracy
Typically good economy and no disasters

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Flexible Staffing System
Low Public Pressure Drives Priorities

Low Flexible Staffing System

•
•
•
•

Transferable skill sets: know what skills staff has and how they can be best
utilized throughout the organization
“robust yet able to fail safely”
+ opportunity to fail, + growth mindset
- letters to the editor decide the future
+ possibility to emphasize the positive and solicit what is working “resourceful
and connected”
+ could include social justice framework
+ potential for high inclusivity if we can create systems/processes to address
public “pressure”
+ distributed leadership need to address and streamline equitable access
- short term orientation
- short term/squeaky wheel and vocal minority tends to drive policy, etc.
- resource consumption / draining
- burn out possible / addressing the “squirrels” and the “fires” leads to frantic
decisions and we don’t see the forest through the trees
- staff feels less control over work b/c of response/focus on external
+ allows flexible staffing systems within internal social capital / capacity building
+ public feels empowered and engaged when t hey are heard / validated
- may nurture excessive input from external
+ comforting and hopeful for staff / internal and good for morale and serves
staff who may have less flexibility
+ intentionally setting up systems for communication so this is not reactive and
is more responsive
Ability to respond to constituents (residents) without other long- standing
priorities disrupted – can do both
Public pressure can be defined /driven ideologically or pragmatically (ex. Natural
disaster, economic recession = pragmatics” ex: ideologically meaning
constituents are vocal, engaged – how are we engaging them?
What defines “high” quantify?

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

High

Transferable skill sets: know what skills staff has
and how they can be best utilized throughout
the organization
Public perception: gov’t is here working for me
Opportunities to learn new skill sets
Strategic professional development / mentor
Implementing a clear strategic plan that is wellarticulated and prioritized, well-researched and
grounded in public opinion
Love letters to and from the editor
Staff resources can be repurposed and
reallocated to meet needs
Growth mindset
Risk: - if strategic plan is not aligned, we are seen
as tone-deaf and self-serving
Low public pressure can be a result of positive
external context, like a good economy or
freedom from disaster
This works best when there is alignment
between the public and our plans/direction
Typically good economy and no disasters
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DH-1 What would the future look like?
“Today is the Future”
Public frustration in our transparency and
flexibility
DH decisions are easier within agencies
General fund is the most flexible / very flexible
(current state)
Low budget flexibility / reasonable trust = program
level initiatives across departments
Growth is (seems like) long-term, county-wide

•
•
•
•

Low
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget Flexibility

“Have and Have Nots”
Most inefficient
Not sharing across departments
Not resilient
More siloes
Suffering in silence
Focusing on compliance
Limited capacity
Hidden agendas
Layoffs
Spending is inefficient county-wide
Reduced impact
Likely very limited state / federal dollars
Depends on source of funding
More local = more flexible = haves

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Within department – exceeding flexibility
Long-term planning is tougher
More intense, competitive than with lower
budget flexibility
HHS/IM/CS – LU/POS/Trans – County
infrastructure
More intense prioritization
Flood created more flexibility / collaboration
Social capital is increasing
Public would question our priorities
Siloes decreasing
Most responsive, most resourceful
Steer resources quickly
Needs for established priorities, long-term
planning
Could swing the organization too much, too
much volatility as a result of the political
leadership

Budget Flexibility
Low Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t

•
•

Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t High

Happyville

High

•

“Lord of the Flies”, “Animal Farm”, “Eating our
Young” – the worst

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most instability
Siloes decreasing
Low trust
Most volatility
Hidden agendas
Individual lobbying
Anger
Resentment
Layoffs as budgets repurposed
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Low
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Talk More Spend Less”
More willing to take risk
More willing to push the boundaries
Willing to give something to get something
this team
Agreement in collaborative actions but no
resources to implement
More tolerance for shared risk
The more social capital, the better you are
able to handle low budget flexibility
Budget is less important.
Innovation
Community engagement
More efficient collaboration
Public could be supportive
More tactical
Current state – good relationships but don’t
use those relationships; don’t use the
power of team; budget use is restricted
Public understands limitations, joins the
county for solutions

Budget Flexibility

“Naked and Afraid”
Some potential for working collectively
Restricted policy development
Decreased collaboration
Lack of trust
Lack of transparency
Scarcity
Unresilient, rigid
Lack of public service
Fear, increase bureaucracy
Minimal opportunities for public
engagement and lack of public support
Increased siloes
Turf issues
Increased conflicts
Competition for resources
Not meeting internal / external needs
Focus on required (statutory) services
Inability to react to shocks/stressors
Decreased employee retention, decreased
recruitment
Lack of creativity and responsiveness

“World Peace and Domination”
High morale
Social capital is the key
More strategic – we think this is important (this
axis) than budget flexibility
More scattered
Effective use of funds is not maximized
Community involvement supports policy
development
Flexible and responsive
Public understands priorities
Public is permanently praising BOCC
Highly functional
Very adaptive, very efficient
Able to bring additional resources
See positive outcomes in our community
Effectively leveraging and expanding resources
Shared priorities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget Flexibility
Low Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t

•
•
•
•

Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t High

DH-2 What would the future look like?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High

“Hunger Games”
Lack of public service
Unable to respond to disaster
Duplicating services
Leaving gaps – assuming others doing it
Waste of resources
Hunger games
Competition of resources
More secrecy
Political competition / more political
Lessens ability to engage in emerging issues /
come to agreement
Lak of creativity
Lack of trust
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A-1 What actions would you take?
Balance the piggy bank

Blue = things the team circled as no-brainers
Purple = things the team circled as hedge-your-bets

•
•
•

Use the piggy bank

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low Reliability of Funding

Hide the piggy bank
•

Consolidation of programs and services

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure foundations are solid – focus on core work
Downsize staff resources
Focus on where savings can be made, trim $
Strong focus on volunteer base
Housing: focus on asset protection (also hedge)
Human Svcs: focus on child welfare and adult protection,
safety and financial security (assistance)
BOCC: focus core services, based on prior planning in the
other less “burning platform” environment
BOCC: communication- set public expectations through
strategy noted above
Human Svcs: focus on foundation supports, faith-based
communities
POS: market available facilities, here’s what you can do
on open space
Engage public/volunteers in stewardship
Expand partnerships
Take actions to increase visibility / market
PH; focus on public education look at population vs
individuals
Wild Card Cyber: timekeeping/payroll
Wild Card Cyber: emergency fund would be slim
Wild Card Cyber: volunteer supports
PH: strong focus on prevention and early detection,
health education, and vulnerable populations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wide
Demand for County Services Demand for County Services

•

Pursuing outside sources of funding
Integration of county departments
Downsize if needed
Process improvements re: doing more with less, use
technology
Human Svcs: consolidation of case management
programs
Leverage existing funding to implement services
Get creative to help build foundation
Realistically evaluate
Increase communication to explain challenges
Increase social capital options internally and externally
Increase communication to explain challenges and
choices
PH: focus on population health
PH: focus on vulnerable populations
Leverage community partnerships (hospitals, clinics, nonprofits)
Policy changes to related to fiscal / budgeting issues
Program/data analysis – scale back, redirection of funds
Here
More on next slide!!!
today

Narrow

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Reliability of Funding

High

Build the piggy bank
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Boulder County Resiliency Coordination
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Balance upward – incremental
PH: monitor direct services, e.g. with public
BOCC: balance funding/resources for best ideas not all
ideas.
BOCC: leverage technology
Best practices and creative programming
Housing: permanent supportive housing
Housing: aging in place
Human Svcs: efficiency of public benefits issuance
PH: more direct client services
PH: need more space (buildings/offices)
PH: leverage volunteers
High public confidence – working well
Communications strategy
Means we have educated public well in what local
government does/can do
Connection with community through social media, town
halls, public meetings (leverage technology)
Wild Card BOCC: relationships with adjoining/sister gov’ts
and the state/ fed levels are critical – a solid strategy for
building/maintaining relationships
Wild Card: services offered more easily and accessible
Wild Card: demand increases, urgent communication and
delivery of critical services
Wild Card: timekeeping/payroll

•
•
•

Save, invest, expand when we can
Assessments of population, why is demand low?
• The needs may be very different than demand
• We need to ask the questions because they may
not be vocal or aware
• Forecast needs of the future
Focus on workforce development
• Professional development
• Work/life balance
• Employee satisfaction
Planning for security / resiliency
Focus on mitigation efforts
Increase affordable housing and land bank
Investment in infrastructure
BOCC: focus on building staff team who are tech-savvycrossed trained to cover many bases/dept’s/offices
Increase innovation
POS: work on maintenance backlog. Work with public to
determine where to invest resources. Let staff champion
projects / innovations. Fund awards/projects jointly.
Human Svcs: (1) outreach and education, (2) ensure all
eligible and unenrolled receive benefits qualified for, (3)
service to broader population and focus on prevention, (4)
broader case management supports trajectory to selfreliance
PH: more direct client services, focus on prevention, identify
and focus on unmet needs (mental health, drug use,
improve vaccination rates (also hedge)
Wild Card Cyber: timekeeping/payroll
Wild Card Cyber: more resources to support effort
Wild Card Cyber: able to support community org/businesses

A-1 What actions would you take?
Blue = things the team circled as no-brainers
Purple = things the team circled as hedge-your-bets

Wild card notes for this table
(not just for this quadrat)

•

Here
today

Low Reliability of Funding

Demand for County Services Demand for County Services

•
•
•
•

Need a specialized team to do analysis
Leverage volunteer programs
POS: leverage volunteers, funding, and staff, and
partnerships to maintain and incrementally expand
status quo and address demands from outside the dep’t
Prioritize where to focus staff/efforts occur
Look for efficiencies – assembly line – to get tasks done
BOCC: fund best ideas
BOCC: take critical look all universe of what we provide,
determine core focus. Create methodology for evaluating
new/desired programs to help scale through quadrants.
Leverage technology. (also hedge)
Increase social capital internally and externally

Narrow

•
•
•

Wide

Use the piggy bank,
continued from previous
slide
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Core services available but are less accessible
Payroll/timekeeping
Client confidentiality
Office safety
Communication strategy/plan
Daily BOCC meeting
Internally and externally “huddle”
Public communications, role of media, radio
Focus on continuity of operations
Births/deaths
Central operations
Coop plans (what are they today, make sure
current today)
Timekeeping – admin work – core function –
backup manual system
How to use non-essential staff in emergency role
(cross pollinate
Defining core services – finding alternative ways to
deliver them
The data is there – how do you access/use it

Reliability of Funding

High

A-2 What actions would you take?
•

Blue = things the team circled as no-brainers
Purple = things the team circled as hedge-yourbets

•
•

•
•

•

Low Reliability of Funding
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be strategic about who needs what
Train staff – increase diversity in skill set
Ration our services (i.e. close on certain days)
Expand the use of volunteers – see where this might
be useful other than POS (need space to house them)
Facilities master plan
Land use: how to “squeeze the balloon” – i.e. term
employees ending and at same time employee
turnover – so how do we cover everything and fill in
the gaps? Flexibility to move people around and
manage what comes in dependent on resources

Wild Card Flood, applies to all
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic plan will ehlp us reprioritize so we can respond to the
flood- living document that is reviewed annually
Make time (close) to train or allow attendance for summits and
intentional planning to get the same consistent message
Make expectations clear & communicate them / transparent
(eg. elections will not get their voting plans)
Cross training will help better redirect staff
Bigger/better response will put us in a better position
Connections and collaboration inter-dep’t removing siloes,
work for greater good
Good gov’t relationship but need better communications
specifics with city
Clarity of who decision-maker is / decision-making process
Central office will help not reinvent the wheel
Dep’t level recovery plans & organization contacts
Need to build bigger bench, more depth
Better employee care for front-line and county wide employees
broadly
One point person for communication with public
Need internal communication too

•
•

Demand for County Services Demand for County Services

•

Term FTEs
Relying less on grants
Public education
Deploying staff to other depts. To
help resource a need
Budget: additional training
opportunities
Create transparency module on our
website
HR&IT: More flexible HR policies
and IT access to shift people where
needs are
County survey of citizens – what’s
most important
Budget- more staff for the office
with the new system, more
time/space to be creative and
thoughtful
Strategic planning (in all quadrats)

Narrow

•
•
•
•

Wide

We are here!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic planning to deal with demand
• set priorities, we are able to be proactive,
effective, have a common direction and
goal,
• planning top to bottom and across all
departments
• Increase collaboration to a common goal,
provides a “why”
• Priority-based budgeting
Need more FTE to care for demand and use, reliable
funding
Looking at opportunities for common practices
throughout the organization
AS: look at greater efficiency / more flexible HR
systems
AS: IT system sharing (g-drive sharing across dep’ts)
AS: Standardized evaluation process for county
Have a county manager, preserve unique
departments, still have full-time BOCC
BOCC: Opportunities for upward growth/professional
development in order to maintain staff
BBOCC: need another position that is focused on
being forward thinking / strategic not just reactive
Need a clear decision maker and clear decision
making- strategic plan and someone to implement it
Common enterprise services for whole county
Collaboration around topics/themes like flood
recover, have a dedicated person to connect it all
Reevaluate the county survey – internal/externalwhat we ask them should be evaluated

Reliability of Funding
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High

Focus $ on demand – then reserves to we can be ready
for future, ready for emergency response
CS: Train staff for diverse roles, redirect staff towards
demand
AS: HR Access to shared drives needs to be more efficient
Explore and understand why demand is narrow –
automation? Technology? Lack of public knowledge
about program?
County wide best practices: need to share, continuity
Internal resiliency summit for all staff – don’t forget!!
Consistency in expectations
Have supervisor refreshers
DHs pass down same message, one message from
leadership
Central communication strategy
CS: making room for creativity
AS: act as source of process consistency
BOCC: strategic plan that supports the commissioners
Create office of Recovery & Resiliency to champion
ongoing efforts
Clear decisions from BOCC and DH meetings, including
documentation and communication
Add a staff to help Michelle with longer-term planning
and management so she can focus on BOCC
LU: carve out time for a “retreat” to focus on
training/planning- ability to be more proactive, get
everyone on the same page re: turnover and onboarding
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Blue = things the team circled as no-brainers
Purple = things the team circled as hedge-your-bets

B-1

What actions would you take?

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Implement training and plans
Contractor/ temp staffing available
Asking BOCC to reallocate $
Possible over staffing/ need to hire
More spending on EAP / benefits
Looking for funding to compensate for
inflexible staffing
Search for ways to integrate services for more
efficient services
More social sharing with employees/
management to enable more cross-dep’t
division coordination
CS: really most of the actions apply across
departments
OEM: communicate situation, ask for help.
Contact partners for resources.

Public Pressure Drives Priorities

Potential system failure, critical systems only, manual
Don’t let county be in inflexible spot – without
flexibility can’t implement plans
Plans in place should include handling emergencies
IT plans would enable quire recovery
More likely to hold up if in flexible staffing side of chart

•
•

High

In wild card / emergency

Low Flexible Staffing System

Implement plans to respond to pressure
Develop robust job descriptions and consistent across county
Utilize internal/external relationships to address public priorities
Re-evaluate county priorities vs public priorities for alignment
Hold town halls / public meetings
Seek staff input/ feedback (surveys)
Align funding resources with changing priorities
Increase staff to meet new demands
Create staffing plan to share workload – share resources across
departments
Building services – develop more drop 0in office space to support
flexible staffing system.
Consolidate facilities.
IT: more technology, more hoteling to work remotely or in a mobile
flexible method.
More access to DH and EO’s
Be more inclusive to all employees
Improve access of services to the public consolidate and integrates
services to improve awareness of available services
Create facilities that support an “any door is the right door”
concept
Facilities need more capacity to handle growth and flexibility of
changing needs
CS: more staff wit redundant training, ability to move across
divisions to deal with high pressure situations
CA: attorneys move based on need – practice in all areas – already
happens
OEM: implement plans. Be flexible.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible Staffing System
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate and create cross-training
Develop standardized testing
Spending more time dealing with
employee issues
HHS evaluation system is complicated.
Hiring takes a long time.
Out of work activities. Have fun. Build
relationships across departments.
OEM facilitate collaboration/planning
Hiring practices using resilience lens –
qualitative not just quantitative
Simplified / standardized evaluations and
rating scale
More opportunities for advancement
Focus group, surveys, ask staff for
feedback / staff needs

Hedge your bets for whole chart
•
•
•
•

Build a bigger EOC
Consistent rating scale and evaluations
Consolidating facilities
Increase $$ reserves

Boulder County Resiliency Coordination
Scenario Planning 7/26/2017

Low Public Pressure Drives Priorities

Status Quo is here

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

High

Flexible accounting system that allows movement
of resources i.e. technology supplies
HHS/CMO has some flexible employee practices
Cross training for emergency response is very good.
It is supported temporarily. When that funding
end, where does it lie?
CS: using donations due to low pressure to cross
training
Develop plans and train – so we know how to react
Robust job descriptions – consistent
Between departments – built trust and
relationships (internal/external)
Reduce/flexible screening standards for hiring
OEM: OU, IGA, recover plan, and cross dept, COOP,
COG.
OEM: Build relationships. Build a bigger EOC with a
meeting room! Focus group, surveys, ask staff for
feedback / staff need
Reduce staff = cost savings? And higher paid staff.
Leads to – find more staff to do?
Flexible benefits leads to more flexible employees
Create opportunities for access to DHs
OEM: implement plans. Be flexible.

No Brainers for whole chart
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More training cross dep’t
Plans developed – EOP, COOP
Better communications
Up to date facilities, better technology
Simplified systems
Consistent hiring and promoting across departments
Emergency coordination

B-2

What actions would you take?
•

Blue = things the team circled as no-brainers
Purple = things the team circled as hedge-your-bets
Opportunity for a distributive leadership model
Communicate and distribution of leadership tasks begin
to build network (know your neighbor)
All staff could engage in public listening tours
Training: how can staff be responsive to public and
messaging of expectations
Foundational and conceptual trainings (start more
basic) connected and intentional
Communication needs to come from on high with “this
is what you need to do”
Run away, run away!!

•
•
•
•

High

•
•
•
•

Example: elections ambassadors program, leadership team (action
team?)
Building “resiliency teams” to be able to build a culture that is
resilient
Create a database of existing skillsets for access/identification
Wild card: make sure that supervisors know their employees’ skill
sets
Hiring practices to solicit/promote new employees (hiring
questions, job descriptions, where we recruit, hiring practices are
based on resiliency model
Create process for determining public concerns/designing
outreach events for inclusive engagement. Need a mechanism to
find out what is on the community’s mind.
Team approach to projects and work products
Public health has a mass priority plan that should be replicated
county wide.
BOCC: currently BOCC (via the manager of D&I) is leveraging the
CRIAC in a capacity that is not sustainable. We need a larger
county strategy to be able to parse through a robust road map
and create systems and processes that include voices from
throughout the county. D&I/BOCC is currently doing a listening
tour, building capacity, leveraging flexible staffing and developing
ad distributive leadership model but this cannot work in isolation,
we need to embed the CRI initiative in everything is we do if
change is to occur & be sustainable.
Idea: CRIAC / CRI initiative partner/join/align with resiliency
(because they overlap really so how do we increase success and
sustainability of our initiatives and align more out of silos? Does
the D&J work/partner closely with resiliency? Via larger strategic
plan.

•
•
•

No Brainers across all quadrats
•
•
•
•

Centralized communication plan e.g. Everbridge
point person?
Work with other jurisdictions and gov’ts in
situation such as flood
Care for staff: mental health, trauma, EAP, etc.
Build social capital by cross training, DH / MRGR
level training

Public Pressure Drives Priorities

Status Quo
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Breaking down silos
We don’t feel this is a desirable place to be in so we
would enact some of the solutions from the
quadrats to the right.
Cross department projects – get people to work on
issues together.
Know your neighbor.
Resiliency lens built into hiring – interview teams
divers and trained, evaluation- ask questions around
resilience lens,
Enabling staff to serve on teams/projects outside
their everyday job
How do we embed action steps into resiliency
project so they don’t become stand alone ideas that
might not get as much attention than if they were
on the prioritized list that would make us more
resilient?
Consistent hiring and recruitment practices should
be across the county and not siloed within
departments. Currently many hiring teams all do
this differently.
Important that these criteria/practices be
developed by inclusive team so we get a more
diverse and resilient result (HR with BOCC support,
like BCPH’s “workforce pipeline group”)

Other wild card ideas
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Flexible Staffing System

Low Public Pressure Drives Priorities

Low Flexible Staffing System

•
•

Alignment to strategy, including Emerg. Response
Consistency
Process well articulated
Embedded training that is fundamental
Communicating and partnering outside BOCO with
other jurisdictions for training that is foundation to
emergency preparedness and resiliency

High

Better community engagement / town hall to bring
in people who may not be heard. BOCC and crossdep’t leads should lead those and share the county
thinking as well.
• Exit survey of clients for community engagement.
(BOCC: we do an annual survey now but it’s not
focused on asking public about their concerns)
• Polling: issues of concern, funding priorities, how
big of of an issue is it? (minority or majority?)
• BOCC: no one knows what a commissioner does or
the difference between city and county gov/t
because we don’t tell our story, aren’t on the
publics radar except with a handful of controversies.
• BOCC: need to do a robust strategic planning
informed by good community engagement.
• An option is to do a lean/mean strategic
prioritization.
• Communicate strategic priorities to the public to
facilitate buy-in and alignment.
• Individual department strategic plans should be
integrated and aligned and support the county
strategic plan. E.g. BCPH, HHS and CS.
• Wild Card: integrate recovery plans into these plans
(BCPH &HHS has pre-identified emergency staffing
roles that had been trained to)
• Wild Card: emergency policy enacted to address
hiring , purchasing, procurement, & timekeeping
developed after flood, would use going forward
Boulder County Resiliency Coordination Scenario Planning
7/26/2017
•

DH-1 What actions would you take?
Moving from current state to ideal state-• County home rule would increase
social capital (reduce elections/EOs
• Increases public demand/desire
because home rule comes with
citizen initiative power
• Change statutory limitations to
increase funding flexibility
• Road/bridge
• Affordable housing
• POS: more transparency in how
budget works and is allocated
• POS: create multi-year CIP fund• Transportation
sharing mechanism
– have to
• HHS: increase leadership
transition to
understanding across agencies
post-flood org
and retain
social capital

TARGET / Ideal future state:
sweet spot is the highest social
capital possible but,
limitations on flexibility
• Strong external focus at state/Federal level
• Leadership – PSI, Leadership Development
Academy, HHS Lominger Competencies, Succession
Planning
• Temper intense competition/ uncertainty by no
doing it every year, more parameters, limit scope of
flexibility
• Structure is needed here, guardrails must be
defined
• Change structure of county: county manager,
evaluation of administration processes, evaluation
of system processes, incentive savings within
departments, review contracts
• Regional solution – technological
• Scaled IT solutions / information sharing
• Ensure common data warehouse
• Move to cloud based system
• Change purposes of restricted funds
• 2-3 year planning cycles
• Transportation; collaboration between affordable
housing and mobility
• HHS: increase partnerships across jurisdictions

Budget Flexibility

Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t

Budget Flexibility

High

Implementation of $WIFT will increase flexibility -----

• Ballot measures to raise taxes
• General or specific to relieve pressure
• Planning- levers to pull when disasters hit
• Value judgements: measures
• Need internal metric – CCAP
• Cuts
• C attny: Consider dependencies- some cuts
are shifts to other depts. I would cut a BA
position, but Jana’s IT team would have to
cover the work. Attorneys needed to
support during dislocation – probably
should cut programs rather than attorneys;
• C attny: centralize contract processing
• ASD: build on camaraderie from SWIFT to
identify and share best admin practices
across the organization
• ASD: Convene finance/admin leads
• ASD: Spearhead a strategic financial plan for
the county

Low

Low

Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t High

Blue = things the team circled as nobrainers
Purple = things the team circled as
hedge-your-bets

Structure changes

• Scaling expertise of FTE across departments to
transfer good employees who lose positions
• Replace non-collaborative people
• More DH interactions: build trust through
understanding
• Coordination / alignment of strategic plans within
county
• IT plans and solutions (scaleable)
• HHS/CS/BCPH Strategic Plans should be aligned to
a common strategic vision for county
• HHS: is facing budget undertaingy – evaluation /
reductions are already underway
• HHS: Limit additional local volatility that is
unnecessary
• POS: create mechanism to improve collaboration
and coordination among divisions that currently
compete on more of a winner-takes-all basis
• Transportation: address vulnerability of Term Flood
FTEs to push to social capital
• HR capture sill sets necessary for resiliency
• Define transitions out

Boulder County Resiliency Coordination Scenario Planning
7/26/2017

DH-2 What actions would you take?
Support social capital and reorganize
Budget would reflect collaboration
People and programs would be integrated
Work on on a strategic plan together (also CS
and PH)
• If we had this, cross dep’t action teams
would be easier
Define common goals (we did this during the
flood)
Formalize a policy/budget strategy to
assure/reward across-dep’t collaboration
More across dep’t PMI when topics cross
Cross dep’t action/ staff level teams
Delegate authority
Cross training
Kill tabor
DHMTCEs BOCC – scenario planning exercise/
strategic plan
More resources to influence budget policy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low

•

•

•
•
•

Budget Flexibility
Assign a project to one person to figure out
how to increase social capital or increase
budget flexibility
HR: Pay attention to social capital traits in
hiring (job descriptions) – inclusive, diverse,
*across all quadrants*
Hire for collaboration
BOCC: ID strategic priorities (small start) in
order to build social capital
Budget – looking for more revenues

Note from DH-2
team: actions listed in
each quadrat are not
quadrant specific, all
trying to get to a
better state.

•
•
•
•

•

•

Maintain budget discipline
Increase term limits for BOCC
PH: Maintain commitment to
shared work/new work initiatives
when decisions-making and
measuring quality
improvement/evaluation
More continuity in leadership
Commit to metrics, measurements
CS: technical assistance for scaling
programs
Increase our financial reserves to
create more flexibility (group nobrainer, also LU)
Review budget structure to look for
opportunities to maximize use of
funds (PH)
PH: Example of track committee
analysis as it relates to these
changes (budget/HR
• PH: need space to create
flexibility and address
issues that allow us to do
this

Budget Flexibility
Low Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Social Capital Within BOCO Gov’t High

Blue = things the team circled as nobrainers
Purple = things the team circled as
hedge-your-bets

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

High

Systematize process, workflow,
technology to add efficiency; the
systems work (not rely on a person)
Systematize this- want continuity to
transcend elected officials or positions
so it is integrated (CS and PH)
Management infrastructure does not
change with program changes
Temporary staffing to address changes
need quickly respond (LU)
Centralized vs decentralized services
where can we take more advantaged of
this? ie.. All A/P people in one dep’t
Look for opportunities to define similar
(AO and CS) skills/tasks and cross train
to deploy employees across dep’ts and
offices
Clerk & Recorder & HHS eligibility
recommendations
Explore centralized functional
operations (i.e. permitting) LU, PH,
Transp.

Boulder County Resiliency Coordination Scenario Planning
7/26/2017

DH combined groups- Wildcard Output
• Define principles for making cuts
• Increase focus on strategic priorities OR determine what
are put on hold in order to do critical services
• Don’t do extra stuff
• Budget reserves increase important
• Hold on new capital projects
• Freeze vacancies
• No merit increases for staff
• * keep public serving staff – consumer access (define what
critical access is)
• *define core services, mandate services (service level)
• *public safety first
• Review/revisit existing disaster plan/response
• A cut is a cut and not a shift (to another dept’s workload)
• Identify collectively key response (all dept’s)
• Determine risk – sharing approach via strategic plan (do we
cut equally across or does one dep’t take the main hit)

Boulder County Resiliency Coordination Scenario Planning
7/26/2017

!
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Appendix H: SLD 3 Activities
!
!

Activity 1: Recommendation Mechanics (20 minute session)

(10 minutes for 1 and 2)
1) Read through the recommendation sheet individually.
2) Pair up with a partner and complete the following marking on your hard
copy of the data sheet:
a) Skim the strategies: is anything missing, any red flags, or
clarifications you need?
b) Mechanics:
• Strike through any mechanics that you don’t think are a good
idea
• Add any mechanics that are missing
c) Come back together as a group and record results in electronic file
3) Come back together as a table: (10 minutes)
d) Individually go through and write down your top 3 or 4 mechanics
on your recommendation sheet.
e) Come back together as a table and determine your top 3 or 4 as a
group.
f) As a group flush out details for the top (3-4) mechanics. Some details
have already been provided below. Record the details in the electronic
recommendation sheet.
Activity 2: Stressors (10 minutes)
1. Go though the recommendations and ask it they address the
initial issues.
!

!

!
!

2. Are there any stressors not addressed by a mechanic or a strategy?
3. What do we need to add to the mechanics or strategies to ensure that
they are addressed? Record this (what’s missing).
Activity 3: Implementation Challenges (10 minutes)

(record in electronic version)
1. What are the challenges you foresee in implementing the above strategies
and how would you address them? Discuss and record.
EX: Some departments have to give up control
EX: Funding sources and functions are different across departments
2. What department would you identify as an obvious champion of this
work?
Activity 4: Resilience Lens (10 minutes)
See handout. Test each strategy against each of the 8 resilience lens
characteristics and explain how it meets that characteristic, or why it does
not meet that characteristic. Also make some notes on how you would
measure success.

!

!

!
!

Activity 2: Resilience Lens Characteristics (See below)

Does the strategy meet the Resilience Lens characteristics? How, or why not?

Able to Learn
People, communities
and organizations
learn from their
experiences and use
this learning in the
future.

Diverse
Systems and
communities have a
great deal of variety,
and functions can be
delivered in multiple
different ways.

Flexible
The physical
landscape, people,

Strategy # Example
Create effective and
efficient contracting
processes through
centralized contract
administration
Yes, provided that
there are mechanisms
built into the
contracting process to
evaluate contractors
and make
adjustments to scope,
process, etc. so
mistakes can be
learned from.
Possibly, provided the
county ensures that
the centralization
does not over
constrain who or what
kind of firms are
hired.

Yes. Centralizing
contract
administration should
allow the team to try

Strategy #

Strategy #

Strategy #

Strategy #

and policy and culture
can change, evolve
and adapt in response
to changing
circumstances.

new things, roll out
new processes, adjust
etc.

Inclusive

Yes and no. Yes if the
new combined group
does a good job of
reaching out to all the
departments. No if
they become siloed
and “do their own
thing” without interdepartment
conversations. This is
a place where
culture/personalities
will make a big
difference.
Yes. That’s the point
of this one!

Processes are
transparent, open and
fair. Resources are
available and
accessible for all.
Power dynamics and
equitability are taken
into account.

Integrated
Systems and people
are interconnected.
They share
information and
resources, are
designed to function
in complementary
ways, and provide
mutual support.

Redundant
There are multiple
ways to achieve
a need or function,
and alternative
options for when
things go wrong.
(However,
redundancies that
build resilience are
intentional, costeffective, and
prioritized!)

Resourceful yet
Connected
People have a range
of ways to achieve
their goals and meet
their needs.

Yes and no. The group
should try out
different
methodologies so that
they are not tied to
one process or
method in order to
retain redundancies,
while still being
efficient for the
county departments
they are supporting.

Ideally yes, because
this group would be
skilled experts in their
field. Being
centralized, they
would benefit from
group efficiencies.

Robust yet Able to
Fail Safely
Systems are designed
to withstand regular
impacts and continue
to serve their
purposes. If impacts
are so great that
things break, they fail
in ways that minimize
impacts.

How would you measure success?

!

!
!

Appendix I: Data Mapping
Data Mapping: Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and
Partnerships
The data mapped below shows the progression of the Enhancing Community
Outreach, Engagement, and Partnerships primary consideration. It shows how the
primary consideration was developed during the RCP process by ‘mapping’ the
information gained during the interviews, document review, all three SLDs, and a
review and comment period.
Identified Related Stressors:
o! The historic budget dictates priorities, which makes it hard to budget for and
prioritize emerging issues.
o! The absence of a strategic plan makes it difficult to evaluate programs and
emerging needs.
o! There is a need to differentiate between broader issues that are important
versus responding to the ‘squeaky wheel.’
o! There is limited understanding of the breadth of county services or the number
of people demanding services.
o! The public expects that the county will respond to all requests and can become
frustrated when their particular needs aren’t met.
o! The high demand for county services is contributing to staff burnout.
o! There seems to be a national trend of suspicion of government, which has a
renewed voice in the current political climate.
o! There is no streamlined process around gathering input and responding to the
public.
o! While Boulder has a highly educated and engaged population, the public is
often only compelled to address something when it is a hot button issue.
We use the primary consideration “Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement,
and Partnerships” to illustrate the primary consideration development review process
from its beginning to its current status.

!

!

!
!

Discovery
Process:
o! Literature Review: We reviewed 19 strategic, recovery and resilience focused
plans* and examined them to identify external and internal stressors and shocks as
well as previous and current Boulder County interventions.
o! Interviews: Conducted 10 departmental interviews (38 participants) with a focus on
departmental stressors and shocks (external and internal) and on previous and
current County interventions to alleviate those shocks and stressors.
o! Data Collection: We catalogue the interview responses and information gleaned
from the literature review into identified shocks and stressors common across
departments.
Outcomes: Identified shocks/stressors, interventions, and primary considerations
Data: The following is the data from the discovery phase as relates to the “Enhancing
Community Outreach, Engagement, and Partnerships” primary consideration. Below
are the results based on the sorted and collated common shocks and stressors
collected during the interviews and the literature review.

The collated shocks and stressors are based off of the number of times an issue was
mentioned during the discovery phase. For example, challenges related to public
engagement and demand were mentioned at least 10 times, by at least 8 different
departments (~approximately 40 people total). Challenges related to another
identified stressor, infrastructure, for example, were mentioned at least 4 times, by 3
different departments (~approximately 18 people total).
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!

!
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Shocks and Stressors identified in Discovery Period: Enhancing Community
Outreach, Engagement, and Partnerships
External:
•! Press related pressures/open records requests/public scrutiny
•! Public engagement - lack of streamlining around gathering input and responding; some squeaky wheels
dominate resources
•! Culture of mistrust from some members of the public - comes out across departments/interactions
•! Lack of patience/understanding from public after disaster - expect faster return to normal
•! Getting yelled at by the public (for other departments)
•! Assumptions in budget planning: We know there are fiscal events somewhere ahead, but we don't
know when or how big
•! Potential Federal budget cuts.
•! Revenue limits: Gallagher amendment limits how much property tax county can collect.
•! As population grows, and county services expand, revenue source isn't able to keep up with demand.
•! Public response and engagement during disasters: Staff not trained to deal with trauma.
•! Public reaction to County government: Mostly in W. BC, people wary/angry at government regulations.
•! Transparency initiatives from the public
•! Top Stressor: Adapting to external demand changes
Internal:
•! Lack of strategic plan/vision from Commissioners
•! Lack of long-term priorities to plan toward
•! A lot of county actions/behavior feels like its 'person-based', instead of 'strategy-based' - driven by the
individual personalities
•! Reactionary culture
•! No strategic plan/vision for the county - no precedent/history to point to
•! Past Strategic Planning effort was overwhelming and ineffective.
•! Past strategic planning efforts have been onerous and unhelpful.
•! Hard to say 'no' to budget/program requests.
•! Budget requests constantly outpace resources.
•! Budget isn't based on priorities.
•! No system for looking at past budgets and adjusting - just for new spending.
•! Outside of providing core government services, there's little room for priorities.
•! Not many people understand what a CC does.
•! Hard to have long-term vision as CC - you keep getting pulled by urgent matters.
•! Data driven programs vs. anecdotes - and the need to respond to the public.
•! Constantly responding to need: From potholes to road rebuilding, we are constantly in responsive
mode. Not a lot of space/time to think strategically.
•! Space capacity - outgrowing our space
•! FTE freeze - not enough staff to do work
•! Lack of investment and planning for infrastructure
•! Infrastructure: Costs of maintaining or expanding - including current facilities, heavy equipment, and
need to expand the jail
•! Inconsistencies in programs/policies across departments (eg. finance, HR, IT, communications)
•! Politics - including turf, ego, control, and diverging philosophies about how to run programs/interpret
the law

!
!
!
!

!

!

!
!

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Primary considerations Identified in Discovery Period: Enhancing Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships

Plan: Department level strategic plan?
Consider expanding FRPIC model outside of disaster recovery to create ongoing one-stop shop for
residents
Develop system to evaluate projects (when to take them on, when to shut them down)
Not sure Countywide Strategic Plan would be a good investment. Needs to be detailed enough to provide
real direction but can’t be too detailed
Bring back or revamp processes - like onboarding and budget prioritization
Clarify expectations around recovery support ahead of a disaster
Countywide strategic plan that involves public
Budget plans that lay out options and impacts
Develop more long term budget modeling: Right now, 5 years is longest they go out. Facilities Master Plan
goes 30 years, Open Space goes 15 years.
Implement Countywide Strategic Plan: Would provide shared vision to drive strategy and budget better
enabling the EO/DH
County Manager - Someone who has the authority to prioritize strategies and budget.
Countywide Strategic Plan - That clearly communicates vision and priorities - with flexibility to adjust as
things come up.
Project Management (Within the last 3 years, there’s a Project Management Office- positive example)
Project evaluation tool - To aid in choosing programs and for deciding whether or not to continue
programs.
Strategic plan/vision that drives department level plans and goals and builds legacy for commissioners
(Note: This was started before floods but then everything went out the window. Might be able to start the
process and then build speed.
Adopt 2 year budget for greater resource predictability (BOCC must pass annual budget but revenue is
generally set for 2 years)
2 year budget cycle. Consider instituting prioritized budgeting that includes DH in process to ensure buyin.
Process for identifying Strategic Priorities (with less detail than a Strategic Plan)
Consider Community Open Houses outside of controversial issues.
Department visualization and consistent strategy planning (ie. Climate Change - how will all divisions
address it and how will we budget)

!
!
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!
!
!
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•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Interventions identified in Discovery Period: Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and
Partnerships

Transportation hired its own communications officer (before that, all transport communications went
through commissioners’ office);
Increased transparency in budgeting process with DHs.
5 year budget forecast helps map out short-term future and impacts.
FRPIC co-located services - created one-stop shop for residents affected by flood
Department level strategic plan
Department-level Strategic Plans - Each department has a strategic plan that outlines priorities/staffing
etc.
County is being more transparent about budget priorities and implications - taxes imply priorities (note:
not explicit communication of priorities)
Multi-year modeling and transparency: This is helping. We’re trying to make people accountable by
explaining the impacts and tradeoffs of program/funding decisions in the future
Development of resources/tools/communications after flood (case management system/brochures about
services)
Communications has set up annual calendar of projects that helps set some predictability and allows to
plan resources more strategically
HHS Recovery Plans are all designed to help department get closer to community we serve.
HHSConnect as a shared case management database between HHS, BCPH, CS, and community nonprofits
- offers consistent messaging to clients and streamlines processes
Department level work plan (haven’t had time to complete it)
FRPIC - co-locates multiple departments to ensure they’re all on the same page and models ‘no wrong
door’ - also builds a solution-oriented culture. (across departments)

!
!
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Discovery Period: Shocks and Stressors Draft Themes related to Enhancing Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships
External
•! Public engagement challenges
o! Frequent flyers
o! Distrust of government
o! Lack of streamlined input/response system
o! Lack of patience post disaster - expect government to be back to 'normal'
•! Unpredictable funding
o! Economic downturns
o! Federal budget cuts
•! Revenue limits
o! Lack of flexibility with dedicated sales taxes
•! Gallagher
Internal
•! Culture
o! Culture of Reaction
o! Politics/Cultures between departments
o! Growth of county as organization - disjointed, lack of cohesion as an org
•! Policy/Procedures
o! Inconsistencies Across Departments
o! Lack of Strategic Plan/Vision at County level
o! No County Manager to make executive decision
o! Lack of project management/decision support system
•! Infrastructure
o! Aging infrastructure
o! Not enough physical space

!

!

!
!
Discovery Period: Full Set of Shocks and Stressor Themes
EXTERNAL
•! Natural disasters
o! Floods
o! Fires
•! Security threats
o! Cyber viruses
o! Hacking
•! Rising cost of living
o! Increasing housing prices
o! Hard for staff to live in BC
•! Unpredictable funding
o! Economic downturns
o! Federal budget cuts
•! Statutes/Regulatory Changes
o! Unfunded mandates
•! Public engagement challenges
o! Frequent flyers
o! Distrust of government
o! Lack of streamlined input/response system
o! Lack of patience post disaster - expect government to be back
to 'normal'
•! Revenue limits
o! Lack of flexibility with dedicated sales taxes
o! Gallagher
INTERNAL
•! HR
o! Staff Turnover/Succession Planning
o! Hiring/Contracting process
o! Lack of training for staff (ie. Dealing with trauma)
o! Inability to compete in staff recruitment
•! Disaster Response
o! Disasters tend to derail all regular work
•! Culture
o! Culture of Reaction
o! Politics/Cultures between departments
o! Growth of county as organization - disjointed, lack of cohesion
as an org
•! Policy/Procedures
o! Inconsistencies Across Departments
o! Lack of Strategic Plan/Vision at County level
o! No County Manager to make executive decision
o! Lack of project management/decision support system
•! Infrastructure
o! Aging infrastructure
Not enough physical space

!
* Reviewed 11 disaster related, 4 division level (1 functional from IT, and 3 strategic from HR,
Housing, and Public Health), and 4 resilience (3 county, 1 state) level plans.

!

!

!
!

!

!
!
Shared Learning Dialogue (SLD) 1
Process: Participants discussed and ‘workshopped’ themes through a series
of activities based on the shocks and stressors identified in the discovery
phase. Participants identified how each theme played out in their
department and what their contributing factors were. They then prioritized
the shocks and stressors.
Outcomes: Further identification of shocks and stressors, common themes,
and prioritization of these themes. The shocks and stressors and their
associated theme informed the ‘challenges’ or the ‘why’ for each primary
consideration.
Data:
Themes identified in SLD 1 relating to Enhancing Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships
Theme

Lack of Countywide
Strategic Plan

Historic budget Dictates
Priorities

Identified Stressors

Contributing Factors

Inability to prioritize

We want to do everything

Don't look at what we want to do

No formal process in place

We never say no, and overcommit

Other elected officials-do we have
a plan that includes them?
Public polls show we are doing
well (good), so no burning need to
change
turnover of elected officials

Overworked

Reactive to other departments
visions/demands
Starting with what we were
budgeted last year
BOCC are always asked for
increase, not subtraction
If historically grant funded
programs need to shift to county
funding - are we clear on budget
impact?
Historic budgeting is helpful for
long-range planning. Switching may
be a stressor, but new priorities are
hard to find budget for.
Lack of priority of tasks

lack of strategic plan
budget process is
incremental/additive
Afraid of losing money if you don't
spend to limit

Attitudes and behaviors, fear of
losing your 'piece of the pie'.

Workload

!

!

!
!
Responsibility without authority
Spread too thin - could do less
better
Projects continue without analysis
of success/ROI
not as strategic/efficient as we can
be
temporary fixes w/available
resources
Culture of Reactivity

staff workload, frustration
Expectation/perception

Demand for County
Services

Reactive to Commissioners'
priorities
not building capital/infrastructure
quickly enough
program or dept.. Level decision
making
increased cost of ….
Requests for things are political
pressure points
Have to make decisions about
which services to promote
Services with waiting lists

Don't evaluate old programs
before taking on new
Budget issue
Lack of training
external notice of grants, short
turnaround times
lack of 'SMART' objectives for
program planning/staff
development
reactive in purchasing/acquiring
new spaces
Reactions get in the way of project
problems
Lack of long-range plan and
adequate priority setting
lack of priorities and strategic
planning
workload
finite resources
Public expectations increase
Income gap increases
Increased demand increases
awareness of services

brings good projects
Public Pressure
Projects/Priorities

Lack of Succession
Planning

Federal Budget Cuts

Statutes/Regulatory
Changes

Its' our work!
not 'squeaky wheel': need
differentiate between broader
issues a that are important versus
squeaky wheel
Disruptive to community
engagement
Community impacts - decrease in
services

Takes away resources from our
priorities (e.g. oil and gas)
Impacts creative customer-focused
response
inflexibility can be good

very reactive to these issues

Lack of compromise
Public sentiment informed by
social media
philosophy of role of government
Lack of understanding of the work
lack of trust in government

!

!

!
!
Inflexibility dedicated
sales tax limits revenue
options

Ensures acceptability to voters
Approval requires dedication to
people
County can't respond to new
priorities (grant funding)
Limits budget

Culture/Politics between
Departments

Growth and Disjointed
Government

focus on specific program

lack of trust in government

Revenue doesn’t match demand
growth
Conflicting priorities
Hard to prioritize
Need to manage scalability
Impacts department level strategic
plans
Need to manage scalability

!
Shared Learning Dialogue (SLD) 2
Process: In SLD 2, participants participated in scenario planning exercises.
The axes used in the exercises were derived from the themes by 1)
evaluating how the themes affect each other using a system’s dynamic lens
and 2) identifying themes deemed as uncertain. This allows us to plan for
possible futures based on specific uncertainties while considering the
dynamics in the currently identified shocks and stressors.

During the scenario planning exercises participants examined different
plausible futures, focused on critical uncertainties that drive change across
departments, and identified what actions they might take in each scenario.
Outcomes: Identified actions based on possible futures linked to the themes
from SLD 1. The actions identified here inform the strategies and mechanics
in the “Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and Partnerships”
primary consideration.
Data:

!

!

!
!

!

The data table below shows the outputs from examining how scenarios held
up
Actions identified in SLD 2 related to Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and
Partnerships
Action

Theme(s)

Communications Strategy

?

Review budget structure to look for opportunities to
maximize use of funds (PH)

Budget

Formalize a policy/budget strategy to assure/reward acrossdept. collaboration

Historic budget dictates priorities

More resources to influence budget policy

Historic budget dictates priorities

Standardized evaluation system across county

Historic budget dictates priorities,
Strategic Plan
Admin Services

Provide process consistency

Admin Services

Explore centralized functional operations (i.e. permitting)
LU, PH, Transp.

Inconsistencies across departments

Process improvements re: doing more with less, use
technology

Inconsistencies across departments;
Lack of Project Management

Means we have educated public well in what local
government does/can do

Public pressure

Connection with community through social media, town
halls, public meetings (leverage technology)

Public pressure

Balance funding/resources for best ideas not all ideas.

Better Communications
Plans Developed - OEP, COOPs
Develop processes for inclusive engagement of public

Enhancing Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships
Enhancing Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships
Enhancing Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships

Strategic Plan

Strategic Plan

Develop common enterprise services across county

Lack of strategic plan/lack of project
management system

Save, invest, expand when we can

Strategic Plan

Work on a strategic plan together (also CS and PH), If we
had this, cross dept. action teams would be easier

Strategic Plan

2-3 year planning cycles

Strategic Plan, Budget

during an emergency (flood and cyber attack). Facilitators asked the
following questions during this exercise:
•! How do the scenarios hold up?
•! What will work? What is missing?
!

!

!
!

Wildcard Output from SLD 2: Enhancing Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships
•! Increase focus on strategic priorities OR determine what are
put on hold in order to do critical services

•! Budget reserves increase important
•! * keep public serving staff & consumer access (define what
critical access is)
•! *define core services, mandate services (service level)

Draft Primary consideration Development: Round 1
Process: We used the actions developed from the scenario planning activity
to inform the initial development of the set of primary considerations.
Outcomes: Draft primary considerations developed by the CVW’s team
based on data from the discovery phase, SLD 1, and SLD 2.
Data: The initial draft of the “Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement,
and Partnerships” primary consideration highlighted similar challenges to
those included in the final draft. These included the lack of a countywide
public engagement plan, a culture of reactivity, the high demand on staff by
the public, and that the public only engages around “hot-button” issues.

The initial strategies and mechanics listed are included below:
Strategy 1) Engaging the community in a town hall series, specifically around
non- ‘hot’-button issues
•! General meetings – not related to ‘hot-button’ issues
•! Time to engage public when there is not an emergency or a ‘hot’button issue

!

!

!
!

•! Geographically diverse
•! Solicit input from attendees on community needs/gaps
Strategy 2) Developing a process to include community participation in the
strategic planning process;
•! Process participation in identifying strategic priorities
•! Annual update to strategic priorities
•! Annual ‘state of affairs’ session
Strategy 3) Streamlining functions/services that engage with the community
through, for example, co-locating services
•! Create more one-stop co-location services (see: Flood Recovery
Permitting and St. Vrain Hub)
•! Focus on services that interface that with the public / community:
transportation; community services; HHS; public health

Strategy 4) Developing an efficient system of public input and response
through the creation of a countywide communication strategy
•! Develop countywide communication strategy
o! Regularly communicate goals and progress toward those goals
internally and externally
•! Leverage department meetings/networks to gather/respond to public
input
•! Begin with departments that have strong history of public engagement
primary considerations on inclusive engagement
•! Create a system that accepts public comments / ideas
Strategy 5) Hiring more staff in support of the commissioners to provide
administrative and public engagement support.
•! Fielding public input
•! Administrative support
•! Policy analysis support

!

!

!
!

Shared Learning Dialogue (SLD) 3
Process: In SLD 3, participants reviewed the draft primary considerations
developed by the CVW team with a focus on their usability, whether or not
they addressed the issues, and any challenges they might foresee in
implementation.
Outcomes: Workshopped primary considerations.
Data: Participants gave very detailed and structured feedback on the
“Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and Partnerships” primary
consideration.
SLD 3 Revisions:
Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and Partnerships Primary
consideration:

•! Strategy 1: Engage the community in a regularly scheduled Community
Dialogue series
o! Expand town hall series to a “regularly scheduled dialogue” with
external facilitator as the lead.
o! Utilize more formal rules to structure the meetings
o! Engage with the public around non- “hot-button” issues.
o! Develop mechanism for documenting and responding to requests
o! Department heads and divisions managers should attend series
o! Mix up meeting format to include both in-person and virtual
meetings.
o! Develop a marketing strategy around the dialogue series.
•! Strategy 2: Engage the community during the Strategic Planning process
o! The “annual state of affairs” needs improvement as indicated by the
primary considerations around meeting structures in strategy #1.
•! Strategy 3: Streamline functions and services that interface with the
community

!

!

!
!

o! Suggestion to use facilities master plan to support services that
interface with the public
o! Should be a single interface for the public to access key services.
•! Strategy 4: Create an efficient process and system to accept input and
respond to that input
o! Utilize Public Information Officer and the Public Information Guide
for development of a countywide communication strategy.
o! Suggested a county-side staff event to gather and respond to
public input
o! “Our Boulder County” as an idea for accepting public
comments/ideas.
•! Strategy 5: Hire staff to support the Commissioners
o! Include support to not only field public input, but also to link the
public with the appropriate resources.
Challenges listed:
•! How to get overall community input, not just the squeaky wheel
•! Get other elected officials involved in all aspects of this priority
•! Strategy #6 – Create a culture of respect and support, and
understanding (e.g. compromise)

Draft Primary consideration Development- Round 2
Process: We incorporated the comments from SLD 3 into the next revision of
the draft primary considerations.

!

!

!
!

Outcomes: Draft primary considerations with SLD 3 comments incorporated.
Data: The notes below provide an overview of the edits/adaptations that
were incorporated into the Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement,
and Partnerships Primary consideration following SLD 3.
Incorporated Revisions from SLD 3:
Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and Partnerships Primary
consideration

•! Strategy 1: Engage the community in a regularly scheduled Community
Dialogue series
o! Adapted to dialogue series, facilitator lead, and attended by the
commissioners.
o! Suggested EODH/Division Manager level attendance
o! Added formal rules of engagement, highlighting Nederland’s
working agreements.
o! Adding incorporating virtual town halls and expanded on
providing regular meetings at different times and places to
attract different sectors of the community.
o! Have communications team to lead marketing and promotion
strategy
•! Strategy 2: Engage the community during the Strategic Planning
Process
o! Add transparency to strategic planning process.
•! Strategy 3: Streamline functions and services that interface with the
community
o! Recommended looking the facilities master plan to explore colocation options
o! Added a mechanism to efficiently direct community requests.
•! Strategy 4: Create an efficient process and system to accept
input and respond to that input
!

!

!
!

o! Coordinate with PIO and PIG style guide, as well as building on
the success of “Our Boulder County” to streamline public input.
o! County-wide event to update on progress toward county goals.
o! Organize input by the Strategic Plan goals, so that the public can
see how their requests relate to overall County strategy.
•! Strategy 5: Hire staff to support the Commissioners
o! Included support to not only field public input, but also to
address questions and to link the public with the appropriate
resources.

Draft Primary consideration Development: Round 3
Process: The RAT leadership team identified a list of experts at the County
for CVW to engage in a 3-week comment and review period. Primary
considerations were set up in goggle docs so that reviewers could add
comments in real time. In total 18 stakeholders from 10 departments
reviewed the draft primary considerations and provided direct feedback on
the strategies and mechanics listed in each document.

Gabi Boerkircher (BOCC), Stacey Proctor (Transportation) and Mike Stratton
(CS) reviewed the “Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and
Partnerships” primary consideration.
Outcomes: Reviewed drafts with comments.
Data: The notes below provide an overview of the comments received from
reviewers on the Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and
Partnerships Primary consideration
Reviewer Comments: Public Pressures Drives Priorities

•! Strategy 1: Engage the community in a regularly scheduled
Community Dialogue series
!

!

!
!

o! Engaging people when they don’t have a big issue may be
difficult
o! Offering meetings at different times and places is key
o! Incorporate other methods for feedback including surveys,
online comments etc.
o! Check out the city engagement event that occurred in early
October.
•! Strategy 2: Engage the community during the Strategic Planning Process
o! In order to engage the community during this process,
departments and the county would need a strategic plan as well
•! Strategy 3: Streamline functions and services that interface with the
community
o! The Clerk & Recorder also interface with the public regularly as
well as Motor Vehicle, Records, and Elections
o! “State of the County” event already exists
o! Co-locating the 3 Human Services departments together makes
sense, however Community Services’ engagement is often out of
the office.
•! Strategy 4:
o! New engagement tool might replace the “Our Boulder County”
website.
•! Strategy 5: Hire staff to support the Commissioners
o! Staff could help with some of the other primary considerations
o! Agree with need to hire staff
o! Already a constituent liaison position so one staff per
commissioner is too much
o! Administrative support is where staffing was needed.
o! Difficult to find the budget for additional staff and that this might
be the public’s first complaint.

!

!

!
!

Draft Primary Consideration Development: Round 4
Process: We began incorporating the reviewer comments into the primary
considerations. We learned through communication with reviewers that
department heads were not aware of the current status of the primary
considerations and therefore requested a review process. We asked DHs to
comment on the primary considerations. Some DHs provided comments and
others did not. We incorporated their comments into the primary
considerations.
Outcomes: More broadly reviewed drafts, incorporated reviews.
Data:
Data: The notes below provide an overview of the comments received from
reviewers on the Enhancing Community Outreach, Engagement, and
Partnerships Primary consideration
Reviewer Comments: Public Pressures Drives Priorities

•! Strategy 1: Engage the community in a regularly scheduled Community
Dialogue series. The comments for this strategy were more considerations
than suggestions:
o! The county has had some issues with facilitators in the past
o! How can regularly scheduled times to engage with the public
stay focused on the chosen topic, rather than on ‘hot topic
issues’?
•! Strategy 2: Engage the community during the Strategic Planning Process
o! No comments
•! Strategy 3: Streamline functions and services that interface with the
community
o! This is occurring with the Facilities Master Plan

!

!

!
!

Strategy 4: Create an efficient process and system to accept input and
respond to that input
•!
o! New engagement tool coming online in Fall 2017
o! Consider a virtual county-wide event

•! Strategy 5: Hire staff to support the Commissioners
o! Instead of hiring new staff, consider reassignment of current staff

Final Primary Consideration Development: Round 4
Process: After the final round of comments, we began organizing,
connecting, and streamlining the primary considerations. We consolidated
them from 13 to 7. Public Pressures Drives Priorities was split up and became
part of 1 – Strategic Priorities and 2 – Enhance Community Outreach,
Engagement, and Partnerships. You can review these PCs in the body of this
report.
Outcome: Two finalized Primary Considerations.
Data: Included in the final product.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!

!
!

4 - Enhanced Community Engagement, Outreach, and
Partnerships
!
!

Boulder County has a highly educated and engaged population. Often,
constituents are only compelled to attend public meetings when addressing
a ‘hot button’ issue. The strategies below seek to shift public/county
interactions away from solely focusing on specific issues and toward more
regular opportunities to connect and build a common understanding. A
comprehensive countywide strategy with clear methods, actions, and roles
around engaging the public could build on the existing County engagement
methods with a renewed focus on ‘community partnerships’. According to
staff, there is a culture of reactivity at the County and an expectation by the
public that the county will respond to all requests. A comprehensive strategy
could allow the County to be more proactive and potentially support staff
that already feels stretched to capacity. In addition, developing a consistent
system for accepting public requests and appropriately responding can help
staff better manage growing demand.
The demand for county services has increased and changed due to
population growth, an increase in financial disparity, an increase in the
diversity of residents, and an increased awareness of what assistance county
programs can offer. Both the range of services requested and the demand
(amount) for existing services has increased. There is still a limited
understanding by the public of the breadth of county services or the role of
the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC). The staff is challenged in
capacity to meet a greater volume, intensity, and frequency of needs from
the community. There are limitations in the ability to raise revenue due to tax
limitations (legal and cultural), further warranting the need to prioritize. A
countywide strategic planning process could assist in making decisions on
which services to provide and at what level.

!

!
!

The strategies below also introduce consistent methods for capturing public
input as well as integrated services and aim to align that input with strategic
priorities. The Primary Consideration also looks to leverage private partners
and volunteers to address community needs. Ultimately, these strategies will
align with and support county, department and functional-level strategic
plans.
Questions from Key Resilience Themes that we might consider?

●! Should department heads/leadership evaluate the project/programs
they lead for efficiency, effectiveness, and alignment with strategic
priorities as input for budget considerations?
Strategies: 1) Develop a comprehensive countywide community engagement
strategy, 2) Further develop mechanisms to direct, track, and respond to
community requests, 3) Engage the community in a regularly scheduled
Community Dialogue series, 4) Continue to increase teaming with private
partners, including nonprofits, and other local governments, 5) Stronger
focus on volunteer base and interns to further build community partnerships
(See Primary Consideration #5 – Human Resources), and 6) Align community
engagement with County, Department, and Functional-level strategic
planning (Primary Consideration #1 – Strategic Priorities).
!!

Strategy 1: Develop a comprehensive countywide community
engagement strategy
Mechanics:

•! Consider developing a comprehensive and concise countywide
community engagement strategy
o! Consider focusing on reframing and building a relationship with
the community as our allied partners.

!

!
!

!! Example: run workshops where the County learns from the
community and community members learn from the
County
!! Example: use volunteerism as a way to meet needs AND as
a way to build allied partnerships with individual
community members
!! Example: continued and/or enhanced outreach and
engagement around key areas of interest that promote
productive dialogues and work to build a common
understanding.
o! Explore the development of clear methods, actions, and roles
around engaging the public
!! Build on existing County engagement methods and
strategies to development more comprehension and
direction
•! Utilize best practices from existing departments (i.e.
HHS, PH, CS)
o! Consider reviewing other communities’ strategies, policies, and
tools that have successfully formed allied partnerships with their
community members.
o! Consider ways to include the Spanish-speaking communities with
the intention of including more diverse language options for
future engagement
o! Consider venue, approach, and timing when exploring how to
have more diverse ways to have exchanges with the community
•! Document the strategy and share it internally across the County
•! Consider including the strategies below as input for a written strategy

County Staff Implementation Suggestions and Considerations:

•!
County Staff Identified Potential Challenges:

!

!
!

•!

Resilience Lens:
!
Able%to%
Learn%

Diverse%

Flexible%

Inclusive%

Integrated%

Redundant%

Resourceful%
and%
Connected%

Able%to%
Fail%
Safely%

%
!
!

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

●! Able to learn: Workshops provide opportunity for the County and
community to learn from each other.
●! Inclusive: Expand outreach to include engagement with Spanish
speaking communities
●! Resourceful and Connected: Use best practices from other
communities to inform overall community engagement strategy.
Building relationships with community members as partnerships.

Strategy 2: Further develop mechanisms to direct, track, and respond to
community requests
Mechanics:

•! Continue to build onto the successes of Our Boulder County to
increase and streamline remote public input
o! Immediately acknowledge receipt of all input and prioritize more
robust responses as needed
o! Consider ‘tagging’ community input by County Strategic
Priorities so the public and county employees can see how the
requests relate to overall County strategy
o! Track or continue to track public requests to better understand
the provision of services the public needs
•! Consider leveraging department meetings to gather and respond to
public input.

!

!
!

•! Look at existing best practices of departments that have a strong
history of inclusive public engagement
•! Further develop the Public Service ‘hubs’
o! Build on lessons from flood recovery and Boulder County
Connect
o! Consider a physical desk and/or a web-based system
o! Allows public to connect to the correct department
o! Multilingual
o! Evaluate level of information needed for multiple departments,
paying close attention to confidential data.
o! Coordinate announcement of expanded ‘tool’ with PIG/PIOs
▪! Leverage department staff and networks to reach isolated
communities
o! Create more one-stop co-located services (see: Flood Recovery
Permitting, St. Vrain Hub, Denver’s one-stop shop downtown)
o! Facilities Master Plan is already exploring physical space
opportunities
●! Enhance the countywide communication strategy (coordinated with
PIO/PIG)
o! Include the regular communication of Strategic Priorities and
progress toward those, both internally and externally
o! Further educate the public on the breadth of services provided
by the county so they can better access them and to help the
public understand the complexities of the demand for resources
o! Offer transparency on how in-person and remote public input is
processed and considered.

County Staff Implementation Suggestions/Considerations:

•! Boulder County recently demonstrated a new digital citizen
engagement tool that might help with increasing and streamlining
remote public input. It would replace the current Our
Boulder County site.

!

!
!

•! The County conducts a survey every year that could be reviewed and
updated: https://www.bouldercounty.org/government/about-bouldercounty/public-opinion/
•! Consider a virtual countywide staff event given that the county consists
of ~ 2000 people.
•! Review recent academic research on engagement to inform
development of communication strategy.
•! Add a budget layer for transparency regarding the cost of
implementation of strategic plan goals.
•! Pilot the system of public input and response on a smaller scale with a
few obvious departments that have overlapping requests to evaluate
ongoing demand and effectiveness.
•! Look at other cities/counties that have applications for smart phones
and tablets.
•! Potential best practice: FRPIC and HHS’s Boulder County Connect
•! Track data before and after HUB was developed to evaluate the
success of a single interface for integrated services in comparison to
dispersed services.
•! There are many disparate ticket-tracking systems across the county,
but currently there is no centralized way to easily combine tracking
results.
•! Having services available from the three Human Services Departments
together makes sense, though some of BCPH, HHS and Community
Services’ client interface is in the field, not in the office.
•! The Clerk & Recorder interfaces with the public regularly with Motor
Vehicle, Records, and Elections.
o! See data collected around transactional services for the Facilities
Master Plan (Brian Lindoerfer)
•! The Facilities Master Plan is currently developing the following
categories:
o! Permits
o! Transactions
o! Justice
o! Executive/County administration
o! Health and Human Services

!

!
!

County Staff Identified Potential Challenges:

Resilience Lens:
!
Able%to%
Learn%

Diverse%

Flexible%

Inclusive%

Integrated%

Redundant%

Resourceful%
and%
Connected%

Able%to%
Fail%
Safely%

%
!
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%

%

%

%

%

%

%

●! Able to learn: Researching best practices will inform the creation of an
effective communication strategy. The development of a mechanism to
track and direct community requests allows us to learn from the public.
Tracking public requests will inform the provision of services to address
community needs
●! Inclusive: Multilingual outreach to meet diverse community needs
●! Integrated: Countywide communication strategy could streamline
internal and external input. The integration of key services can
contribute to increased efficiencies in meeting public needs
●! Resourceful and Connected: Utilize existing County best practices to
build relationships (partnerships) with the community.

!
!

Strategy 3: Engage the community in a regularly scheduled Community
Dialogue series
Mechanics:

•! Facilitator-led, commissioners attended
•! EODH/Division Manager level attendance
•! Formal and enforced rules of engagement at meetings (e.g.
Nederland working agreements)

!

!
!

•! Regularly scheduled time to engage public when there is not an
emergency or a ‘hot’-button issue
o! Some meetings topical, some not
o! Consider workshop-style interactions focused on learning
•! Geographically diverse, and held at different times of the day so
different sectors of the community can attend
•! Solicit input from attendees on community needs/gaps
•! Consider supplementing with virtual town halls (e.g. sport shooting
meeting), surveys, and Our Boulder County tool.
•! Communications team: marketing and promotion strategy
o! Include more language diversity in meetings and promotions to
reach broader constituent pool
•! Resilient Together may be a good option for holding virtual town halls
and conducting surveys
County Staff Implementation Suggestions and Considerations:
•! Use the City of Boulder’s initiative as an example:
https://bouldercolorado.gov/whatsupboulder
•! The “Constituent Liaison” should attend the Community Dialogue
series in place of or in addition to EODH/ Division Managers.
•! Connect with the Leadership Academy Team who worked on virtual
town halls for suggestions.
•! There is a “State of the County” event/presentation at the beginning
of each year that could be enhanced.
•! Catch the County Culture and bus tours that are currently offered to
new County staff. Consider expanding for public tours and/or for
engaging particular groups around non-‘hot button’ issues.
County Staff Identified Potential Challenges:
•! It’s difficult to engage around non- ‘hot button’ issues and often these
issues continue to take center stage even during events that are
focused on less ‘hot-button’ issues.
•! In the past, there have been some difficulties with using facilitators
with the county accused of “hiding” behind the facilitator.
!

!

!
!

Resilience Lens:
!
Able%to%
Learn%

Diverse%

Flexible%

Inclusive%

Integrated%

Redundant%

Resourceful%
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Able%to%
Fail%
Safely%
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●! Able to learn: Processes could inform the County on community
needs/gaps and the community can learn more about how the County
works.
●! Inclusive: Scheduling dialogues at different times of day, in different
cities/towns to ensure a variety of voices are heard
Strategy 4: Continue to increase teaming with private partners, including
nonprofits, and other local governments
Mechanics:

•! Explore additional use of private provider, non-profit, and local
government contracts
•! Solicit benefits from private provider, non- profit, and other local
governments’ technical knowledge and experience
•! Ensure prioritization of partnering to meet needs in a strategic way
•! Utilize best practice developed by departments that have done much
of this work successfully (i.e. HHS, Community Services)
o! Contracts
o! Evaluation of partnerships
County Staff Implementation Suggestions and Considerations:
•! Consider determining what policies or design guidelines should be put
in place to determine what and where to outsource (i.e. decreased
cost, increased service effectiveness, leveraging partnerships, etc.).
•! Housing and Human Services is strong in this area: numerous nonprofit, government and private partners; tracking and evaluating
service delivery; contract management; leveraging funds through
partnerships; preventive rather than reactive.

!

!
!

County Staff Identified Potential Challenges:
•! One difficulty in expanding additional private provider contracts is that
private sector contracts escalation factors are ranging 5-10% annually
lately, as compared to employee salaries going up 3-5%. This is not
the case with non-profits, as their inflationary increases have been
much more reasonable.
Resilience Lens:
Able%to%
Learn%

Diverse%

Flexible%

Inclusive%

Integrated%

Redundant%

Resourceful%
and%
Connected%

Able%to%
Fail%
Safely%

%
!

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

•! Redundant: Partnerships with private sector, non-profits, and other
local governments can be leveraged to meet public demand.
•! Resourceful and Connected: Leverage private sector, non-profit and
government technical knowledge and expertise to meet needs.

Strategy 5: Stronger focus on volunteer base and interns to further build
community partnerships (See Primary Consideration #5 – Human Resources).
Strategy 6: Align community engagement with County, Department, and
Functional-level strategic planning (Primary Consideration #1 – Strategic
Priorities).

Conclusion: In implementing some of the strategies above, the County could
increase its capacity and flexibility to better utilize resources to reflect
changing and increased demand, in alignment with County Strategic
Priorities. Private partners may be strategically utilized to further support
staff workload. The strategies seek to introduce broader opportunities for
dialogue between the County and constituents, improving the
public’s understanding of government’s role, services, and

!

!
!

priorities, while offering less intimidating settings for the public to connect
with elected officials. They also aim to streamline public input and county
responses as well as to alleviate some of the demand on staff and the BOCC.

!

!

!
!

Appendix J: Workshop Curriculum
!
!

Resilience and Recovery Workshop Curriculum

Anticipated Outcomes:
•! Understanding of Boulder County Recovery Planning process and
functions of recovery
•! General understanding of resilience: definitions, applications to your
work, and its relationship to recovery.
•! Concrete examples of resilience within departments
•! High-level understanding of Resilience Coordination Planning process
and recommendations
•! Readiness to support recommendations implementation
Target Audience: Mix of managers and on-the-ground staff; Next-level
champions; Either past experience with flood/fire recovery or expected role
going forward.
Dates:
•! October 18th : 1-3:30pm at the Boulder County Sheriff’s HQ
•! October 24th: 9:30am-12pm at Boulder County Parks and Open Space
Resilience 101 (15 min)
•! Resilience Lens Elements
•! Resilience vs. Recovery
o! How are they different?
o! How do they complement one another?
Recovery Plans (30 min)
•! Department level plans
•! Process and timeline
•! Department level review of relevant lessons learned that need to be
captured
o! When the next event happens, what’s my role?
o! Organizational/Functional Charts from Plan

!

!
!

o! How does the County plan align with Local, State, and Federal
partners?
o! Where are the gaps?
Applying Resilience (40 min)
•! How does this apply to you?
o! Identifying shocks and stressors, interventions, recommendations
o! Comparing interventions and recommendations against
resilience lens
o! Developing a Personal Action Plan for resilience
!! Organizational resilience
!! Department level resilience
!! Personal resilience – What’s my plan of action leaving this
training?
Break (10 min)
Possible Futures (40 min)
•! How does scenario planning help us imagine potential futures?
•! Table-top scenario planning exercise
o! Potential futures mini exercise
o! Identifying functions needed after an event
•! What was done in the Resilience Scenario Planning exercises?
o! Potential futures overview
o! Quadrat explanation
o! Ideas that emerged in a few quadrats
o! No Brainers and Hedge Your Bets
Recommendations (10 min)
•! High level overview
•! Concrete examples
•! What’s next in process?

!

!
!

Appendix K: Recovery Planning Template
!

Recovery Roles and Responsibilities Template

!

Department!Name!

!

Recovery!Mission(s)!

!

Coordination!Requirements!

!

Coordination!Requirements!with!
External!Partners!

!

!
!

!

!

Transition!Phase!Recovery!Activities!

!

ShortBTerm!Recovery!Activities!

!

Intermediate!Recovery!Activities!

!

LongBTerm!Recovery!Activities!

!

!
!
!

!

!

!
!

Department Plan Outline

!

Department!Name!

!

Recovery!Mission(s)!

!

Coordination!Requirements!

!

Coordination!Requirements!with!
External!Partners!

!

!
!

!

!

Transition!Phase!Recovery!Activities!

!

ShortBTerm!Recovery!Activities!

!

Intermediate!Recovery!Activities!

!

LongBTerm!Recovery!Activities!

!

!
!
!

!
!
!
!

